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Summary

This tiiesis focuses on the study of sj^ike trains, the information cariying 

signals conveyed by neurons in the nervous system.

Si)iking data from songbirds from [Narayan et al., 2006] was used 

l^rominently in this thesis. M ulti-unit data  for Chajiter Three was simu

lated using a model network from [Houghton and Sen, 2008].

In Chapter Two, several clustering algorithms are introduced. The 

eigenvalue algorithm of [Newman, 2006a] to cluster networks wa.s used 

j)rominently. This algorithm was combined with a measure called the 

incremental mutual information [Singh and Lesica. 2010] to cluster mod

ules of information in simulated networks of neurons.

Chai)ter Three deals mainly with two distance measures, the SPIKE 

distance [Kreuz et al., 2013] and the ISI distance [Kreuz et al., 2007]. 

These distance measures were extended from single-unit to nnilti-unit 

measures.

In Chapter Four a simple neuron model is proposed, based on the idea 

of sparse coding in the brain. The expected firing rate based on the model 

was calculated, and then the ISI distribution was calculated from the 

firing rate. The calculated distribution was tested against the empirical 

data  using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for goodness-of-fit [Massey Jr, 

1951].
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This tliesis i^iescnts a iiuinl)ci' of novel aijproaches to the analysis of 

si)ikc trains, the electrical signals which carry information throughout 

the l)rain. It has long been noted th a t different stimuli influence the rate 

at which neurons hre [Knight, 1972], however, more recently it has been 

observed that stinndi can be encoded ))v the tenijxiral precision of signals 

[Hoi)kins and Bass, 1981; Engel et al., 1992].

The ach'ancoment of comi)uter j^rocessing power has led to increased 

analysis of the highly temjioral data sets found in neuroscience. Coni- 

{)utational neuroscience is a rapidly growing held of study which looks 

to apply the expertise of other branches of science and engineering to 

mine and model nemoscience data. As a subset of comi)utational neu

roscience, mathenuitical neuroscience uses many different mathematical 

concejits to model the behaviour of the brain at many different levels.

The level of neural activity which is of interest in this thesis is one of 

the bottom-most levels which is studied. Rather than studying commu

nication l)etween different brain regions, spike train analysis focuses on 

the signals jmxluced by single neurons.
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1.1 Spike trains

There are many different ty])es of neurons in the l)rain. In Figure 1.1 

there are two such variations, as drawn and documented by Ramon y 

Cajal [1904] in the late 19th and early 20th century. Pyramidal cells, such 

as in Figure 1.1 for example, are abundant in the cerel^rum cortex, and 

Furkinje cells are found in the cerebellum. They have differing purposes 

in the nervous system, but they all accej^t and emit electrical signals to 

connnimicate with other nemons.

Neurons convey information through the nervous system by generat

ing electrical pulses which j^ropagate along nerve fibers. These ])ulses are 

called action potentials or spikes, first observed in [Du Bois-Reymond. 

1884].

A tyj)ical cortical i)vraniidal neuron has a resting potential of ap

proximately -70 mV relative to its surroundings, the cell is said to bo 

polari.sed at this j^oint. The membrane potential of a neuron is changed 

l)y current flowing into its synapses from other neurons, most of which 

make the membrano i)otontial less negative, but the ])otential tends back 

towards the resting i)otential unless it nears a certain threshold. If a 

neuron is (lei)olarised so that its meml)rane ])otential is raised above this 

threshold, the neuron generates an action potential, a rai)id dei)olarisa- 

tion and repolarisation of the membrane potential. Such a fluctuation in 

the membrane potential tyjHcally la.sts a])i)roxiniately 1 ms. Following 

the production of a sj)ike, the neiuon briefly becomes hyperpolarised, 

that is, the i)otential drops to below its resting level. A neuron can

not generate a spike for several milliseconds after a spike. This j^eriod, 

when a spike cannot be fired, is called the absolute refractory period of 

a neuron. There is also a longer period following a spike in which it is 

more difficult for the neuron to spike again, which is called the relative 

refractory period.



Figure 1.1: Diagrams of neurons a.s drawn by Ramon y Cajal [1904], 

(a) (lejMCts a cortical i)yraniidal cell . Pyramidal cells are the primary 

excitatory neurons of the cerebral cortex. Pyramidal cells are thus often 

modelk'd a.s a tv])ical neuron, (b) depicts a Purkinje cell of a i)igeon. 

Purkinje cells are found in the cerebellum in the human brain. They are 

some of the largest cells in the human brain. W ith their dense branching 

dendrites they have nnich higher connectivity than j^yramidal cells.
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Figure 1.2: Tlio voltage trace of a pair of s]:>ikes generated by the 

Hodgkin-Huxley model. Simulation run using the python package Brian 

[Goodman and Brette, 2008]

The dynamics of the membrane jioteutial were j)recisely modelled in 

[Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952] l)y modelling the How of sodium and jjotas- 

sium ions into and out of the neuron. Their model was based on the 

voltage traces that they recorded from the giant axon in a squid [Hodgkin 

and Huxley, 1939]. It has j^roven to be an excellent framework for bio- 

])hysically accurate nemon models. The Hodgkin-Huxley models, with 

several currents to depict the flow of ions through the membrane, form 

the standard against which other neuron models are judged [Izhikevich, 

2004],

Spikes are very imi)ortant to the study of communication in the brain, 

because they j)ropagate over long distances without attenuation. O ther
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sub-threshold  fluctuations a tten u a te  greatly  over spaces as short as 1 nun. 

Therefore, spikes arc th e  way in which neurons connnunicate w ith other 

regions th roughout th e  nervous system . W hile there is some variation 

in the  du ration , am plitude and shajjc of action potentials, for a single 

neuron they  typically exhibit a characteristic voltage trace as discussed 

in [Lewicki, 1998]. T he spike then can be represented i^y choosing a 

])articular j)oint of th e  typical action potential. Thus, the  tim ing of the 

spikes give much of the  inform ation [Bi and Poo, 1998; Bair, 1999]. So, if 

a neuron sj)ikes n tim es in a certain  trial, then  the tria l can be descril)ed 

by the  tim ings of the  sjjikes f,. The spike train can then be expressed 

m atliem atically  as:

The S here is the  D irac delta  function centred at f,, which has a volume 

('qual to  one at the  point

1.2 Spike train m etrics

W hile observing sj)ike tra in s from a sj)ecific neuron, ideally one would 

be able to  ‘decode’ them  and be able to  describe th e  stinnilus which 

produced them . This ])robleni is very difficult, particularly  when looking 

at neurons in vivo, th a t is, in living anim als [Averl)eck et al., 2006]. 

There tends to  be a lot of noise from other neurons in the network which 

can obscure the  signal to  be reproduced [Hopfield. 1982]. A first stej) 

which can be taken tow ards solving th is problem  is to  try  to  distinguish 

which sj)ike tra in s  am ongst a collection share the  same stim ulus. There 

are several metrics  in the  lite ra tu re  which give a measure of the distance 

between i)airs of sjjike trains.

In M athem atics a m etric sjiace is a space e(iuipi)ed w ith a scalar 

function which gives a d istance l)etween two elements in the  s])ace. The

( 1. 1)

7 =  1



function is callcd a nictric if it is a scalar function on a set X ,  d : X  x X  

[0, oc) tha t has the properties a distance niiglit intuitively be ex'pected 

to have. T hat is, distances are non-negative, synnnetric and only zero 

if two elements are the same. The final proj^erty is called the triangle 

inequality, which is a rule tha t ensures the shortest distance between two 

points is a straight line.

1.2.1 V ictor-Purpura m etric

In [Victor and Purpura, 1997] a family of metrics are described. All the 

metrics are a tyj^e of metric called ‘edit-length’ metrics. An edit-length 

metric is based on a theoretical ‘cost' of transforming one j)oint in a 

space to another via elementary transformations. The j^rinciple is that 

each transform ation has a non-zero cost, so the distance between two 

spike trains can be measured by minimising the cost to transform one 

s])ike train. A", into another, Y.  If zero-cost transformations are allou'ed, 

then such a measure is a i)seudonietric rather than a metric.

There are three different perm itted fundamental transformations. It 

is possil:)le to insert a spike at any time, which has a cost of one. Similarly, 

any spike can be deleted for a cost of one. The third perm itted transfor

m ation is to move a spike At .  which ha.s a cost qAt ,  for some timescale 

param eter q > 0. Formally, the Victor-Purpura distance between spike 

trains is only a metric when the timescale param eter is positive, q > 0, 

but the q — 0 case is included in [Victor and Purpura, 1997] to illustrate 

the boundary conditions of the nieasme, and so the Victor-Purpiu'a dis

tance is actually a pseudonietric.

The insertion and deletion operations may not appear to be influenced 

V)y the param eter q, but these oj^erations do set a maximum cost of 

transform ation from one s])ike to another at 2. Since a s]5ike at any time 

can be deleted at a cost of one, and another inserted at a cost of one, this
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sots a niaxiniuiii tiiiio-franie for transpositions a t 2/ q .  Therefore, given 

two spikes, /„ in A' and  ti, in V':

It follows th a t as q tends tow'ards zero, it becomes cheajier to  move spikes 

than  insert and delete them . In th e  ca.se when q =  0, it costs nothing to 

move s])ikes, thus the  m easure is equal to  the  difference in th e  num ber 

of spikes in A" and

T hen the  V ictor-Pm i)ura m etric between two spike trains, A' and 

is defined to  be the  minim um  over all com binations of fundam ental 

functions which transform  A' to  The m etric can bo w ritten  a.s:

where f  =  f \  o . . .  o /,„ is a function such th a t / ( A )  =  V.

T his is dem onstrably  a m etric. T here is a non-zero cost for each 

transform ation , so d ( X A ' )  =  0 only if A’ =  V. Due to  the fact tha t 

insertion and deletion are synunetric w ith each other, and transi)osition 

is a sym m etric ojieration, it is clear th a t d { X .  V) =  f/(V, A'). The triangle 

eciuality follows, since if /  transform s A' to  and g  transform s V to  Z. 

then It =  g o f  nm st transform  A' to  Z , and sincc the \^ictor-Puri)ura 

m etric requires th a t the  m ininuun cost, h nm st have cost greater than  or 

ecjual to  r/(A', Z).

1.2.2 van R ossum  m etric

The m etric proj)osed in [van Rossum , 2001], is based on the m etric 

on function spaces. T he m etric between square integrable functions, 

f . g  . is the square root of the integral of the  difference between /  and g

2 \ta -  ^1 >  2 / q
( 1.2)

(1.3)



squared, tliat is:

l l / - f ? l l 2 = W ^  (If. (1.4)

(a)

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08

(b)
0.1

Figure 1.3: Shown above is an example of the filtering process of the 

van Rossuni metric, (a) A samj)le spike train is convolved with (b) an 

exponential filter, where the tiniescale r  =  20 ms, to get (c) the function 

u{t )  .

If spike trains are viewed as sums of Dirac delta functions, then by 

convolving the spike trains. A' =  x(f), with a square-integrable kernel, 

k{t),  each spike train  can be represented in an function sj^ace. A 

conmion kernel is the exjionential kernel as used in [van Rossum, 2001]:

1

k { t )  =
t > 0

0 . t < 0
(1.5)

this function is shown in Figure 1.3.



This konicl has the i)otciitial advantage of causahty over a Gaussian 

kernel, and it is very fast to calculate [Houghton and Kreuz, 2012]. Con

volving the sjiike train with the kernel results in a function, »(/), which 

is measurable:

Figure 1.3 shows the form of the fmiction that is produced by con

volving a si)ike train with tho exponential kernel. The metric is then 

simply the L 2  distance betwet'n these functions:

It has been shown that once the correct tiniescale has been chosen the 

choice of kernel has little effect on the performance of this metric [Houghton 

and Victor, 2012].

1.3 Inform ation Theory

Information theory has been used widely in computational neuroscience, 

eg. to comj^are s])ike trains [Strong et al., 1998] and to try  to determine 

the information content of sj)ike-trains [Gilles])ie and Houghton, 2011]. 

This thesis uses information theory measures such as the incremental 

m utual information [Singh and Lesica, 2010], in Cha])ter Two, and the 

transm itted information, in Cliaj)ter Three.

The to])ic of information theory is centred around the definition of 

entropy, j^rovidc'd by Shannon [1948]. Entropy is a nieasme of the infor

mation content of a random variable A', with observations .r £ X  and 

probability distribution p \ X  ^  [0,1], it is defined as:

( 1.6)

(1.7)

H( X)  = - ' ^ p ( x )  log2  p{.r) ( 1.8)

9



Entroj)y is ineasurod in bits, so the entioiw of a random variable can be 

viewed as the minimum numl^er of binary bits recjuired to efficiently code 

the random variable.

To measure the entropy of a spike train a i)robability distribution has 

to l)e calculated. In [Strong et al., 1998] a method, which is illustrated in 

Figure 1.4, is described to determine this distribution. Each spike train 

is binned into a discrete vector of ones and zeros, which indicate whether 

there was a spike in tha t time bin. Typically a time scale less than  ten 

millisecond in length is chosen for the l)in-size. A larger time-scale, T,  is 

chosen to constitute the events in the probability sj^ace, which are then 

‘words’ of ones and zeros. The iM’obability distribution is then calculated 

enijjirically from the occmrences of the words throughout the sj^ike train. 

The entropy can be calculated from the resulting prol)ability distribution.

X

0 | 0 | i | 0 | 0 | 0 | ( ) | ( ) T ( W ' I Q I 1 I 0 I 0 I 0 I ( ) I ( ) I ^ ) | 0 | ( ) | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | ^
H
A t T

|0 |0 |0 |l |0 |0 |0 |0 |0 |l |0 |0 |0 |U |0 |0 |0 |0 |0 |( ) |0 |0 |l |( ) |0 |0 |0 |0 |0 |l |0 |0 |

Figm'e 1.4: The method developed in [Strong et al., 1998] for calculating 

the entrojiy and m utual information of sj)ike trains. The spike train is 

sampled a t a rate A r, typically on the order of 2 —5 ms. The sjiike train is 

binned, and each time-stei) registers only whether there is a spike in that 

bin or not, ])utting a value of one or zero in the bin accordingly. On an

other, larger time-scale, T, words of ones and zeros of length (T /A r )  are 

counted. These words form the probability distribution for the entroi)v.
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The conditional entropy is a nica^ure of liow much information is in 

a random variable A', given tha t the result of another random variable, 

Y,  is known. It is defined:

H{ X\ Y)  =  Y . p { y ) H ( X \ Y  =  y) (1.9)
y&y

That is, for each value, y, of Y,  the entropy of X  is calculated for that 

set value, then weighted by the probability of tha t value. This can then 

be calculated, using Bayes’ theorem:

W(-Y|V') =  -  V  p ( i , ,!/) l o g - 7^  (1.10)

The information content of a random variable cannot increase given 

knowledge of another variable, so it is always true tha t the conditional 

entropy, H{ X\ Y) ,  is less than the entropy of the variable itself, H{ X) .  

The difference lietween the two vahies can be viewed as the shared infor

mation of the two variables. The inutunl information of two variable is 

defined as:

■rex.y^y ' '

: i . i i )

which can equivalently be expressed as:

7(A';r) =  H[ X)  -  H[ X\ Y)  =  H{ Y)  -  H( Y\ X) .  (1.12)

If two varial)les are inde])endent, then the joint distribution of A' and 

y  would be equal to the product of the marginal distributions, and so 

thev would have zero mutual information.

1.4 D ata sets

The spike train metrics in this thesis wore tested on data sets to suit the 

experiment that was undertaken. While an effort was made to use real 

electrophysiological data, some ex])eriments recjuired the use of simulated 

data.
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1.4.1 Zebra finch data

Single neuron spike train metrics, in Chapters Two and Four of this 

thesis, were tested on the da ta  set used in [Narayan et a l ,  2006]. The data 

set was obtained by inserting an electrode into the auditory forel)rain 

of anaesthetised zebra finches and recording the neuronal responses to 

multiple presentations of conspecific song stimuli. The fact that the birds 

were anaesthetised means th a t there would be minimal feedback to the 

neiu’cns in the forebrain from other brain fimctions.

There were recordings from 24 such cells. Each cell was presented 

with 20 separate songs ten times each, as shown in Figure 1.5, with a 

tone to signify the start of the recording precisely one second before the 

onset of the stimulus.

Zebra hnch d a ta  is of particular use in Chapter Four, as there is 

evidence of feature recognition in resjionses to natural songs in the zebra 

finch forebrain [Sen et al., 2001]. Chapter Four introduces a simple model 

of firing which would be consistent with sparse coding. Data sets with 

highly temporal features are thus im portant in testing the model.

1.4.2 M ulti-unit data

The multi-unit distance measures in chapter three were tested on the 

same simulated test data  as in [Houghton and Sen, 2008]. Two Pois- 

son neurons form a receptive field and are each connected to two leaky 

integrate-and-fire neurons (LIF) with relative strength a and 1 — a; a is 

called the mixing param eter of the simulation. \Mien a — 0 each recep

tive neuron is connected to a single LIF neuron, and for a =  0.5, each 

LIF neuron receives input equally from each of the receptive neurons.

The da ta  consisted of five different stimuli, each presented 20 times, 

for a to tal of 100 responses. These responses are clustered according 

to the l)ootstraj)ped procedtue used in [Victor and Pmj^ura, 199G]. A

12
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Figure 1.5: Tlie d a ta  used was collected for [Narayan et al., 200G]. A to ta l 

of 20 songs were played to  anaesthetised zel)ra finches, and the  responses 

were recorded in the auditory  forel)rain. Each song was presented ten 

times. Responses of three different cells to the sam e song are shown 

lier('.

confusion m atrix  is calculated whoso entries N i j  represent the num ber of 

responses from stinnihis i which are closest, on average, to  the  resjjonses 

from stim ulus j .

Tlie transm itted  inform ation, h ,  is then  calculated from the  confusion 

m atrix . A’.

I) =  — ^  Ay I hi N.jj  — hi ^  N , j  — hi ^  N j j  +  hi ?? j . (113)
V \  i j  /

The transm itted  inform ation has m axim um  vahie hi(.5), as there are five 

stimuH in th is test.



W’liilo it may be jircfciable to test metrics on biological data in most 

cases, it is crucial to comi^are the performance of the multi-unit metrics 

with a controlled mixing param eter. The data presented here allows an 

analysis of the multi-unit metrics’ performance as the data varies from 

independent input to identical input.
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Responses (pairs of spike trains)

Integrate and 
fire neurons

Poisson spiking 
backgrouncl

Poisson spiking 
background

Receptive  
field neurons

Stinnili (])airs of ra te  functions)

Figure l.C: This is the  schem atic for the  d a ta  set used to test the multi- 

im it m etrics in tliis thesis. It is the  sam e d a ta  set tha t was used in 

[Houghton and Sen. 2008]. The receptive field neurons fire Poisson spike 

tra ins according to  the ra te  function inpu t they  receive. These Pois

son sj)ike trains feed into the leaky in tegrate  and fire (LIF) neurons from 

which the  response is m easured. The synaptic  strengths are i)aram etrised 

by a mixing ])aram eter a. W hen a is zero, th e  LIF neurons receive inde

pendent ini)ut; when a =  0.5. the  input should be identical.
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Chapter 2

Clustering methods in spike 

train analysis

Tliis chapter ai)i)roaclies iieuroscieiice from the point of view that there 

are clearly functional connections between neurons in the same region of 

the brain and that these connections could provide a map of information 

flow in the brain. Comi)lex network theory, a l)ranch of mathematics 

closely related to grajih theory, is used frecjuently in coni])ntational neu

roscience.

Comi)lex networks often exhibit a connnunity structure, and so there 

are many algorithms to find the best clustering of a given network [Karypis 

et al., 2000; Newman and Girvan, 2004; Newman, 2006a]. This cha]:)ter 

introduces the clustering algorithm developed by Newman [2006a], and 

suggests some new algorithms l)a.sed on the modularity measure [New

man and Girvan, 2004]. These new algorithms are based on complexity 

algorithms, genetic algorithm and simulated annealing, which recjuire 

nothing more than a ‘goodness-of-fit’ function. Complexity algorithms 

often produce interesting results, a.s they do not take a i)re-determined 

j)ath through the solution space.

Newman's algorithm [Newman, 2006a] is then used to cluster neuron
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responses dynamically, where the  num ber of stim uli need not be known. 

A netw ork of responses is formed by com paring the  van Rossum distances 

l)ctwoen the  sj)ike trains, and then  choosing a distance threshold where 

any d istance less than  the  threshold  forms a link. By clustering this 

netw ork using the  eigenvalue algorithm  of Newman [2006b], it is not nec

essary to  specify the  numl)er of stim uli in advance, unlike the  connnonly 

used m ethods, A’-m eans and /.--medoids.

2.1 Introduction to networks

Com plex network theory differs from graph theory in th a t it focuses 

on th e  tra its  th a t networks tend to  have when they evoh'c in real hfe, 

ra th e r than  focusing on purely random  networks. The main difference 

between these would be the connectivity profile of the  network: in graph 

theory  connections are usually spread .somewhat uniform ly throughout 

th e  graph, whereas in Network Theory it is ex])ected th a t com m unities 

would form [Newman. 2010].

A m athem atical network is simi)ly a collection of nodes and links 

between these nodes. A node is simj)ly a ])oint in the  graj)h. which is 

typically discrete and labelled. A link is a pair of nodes which indicates 

a connection between the two nodes. The degree of a  node is defined to 

be the  num ber of links incident to  th e  node. An midireeted network  w ith 

n nodes can be com pletely described l)y its adjacency m atrix  A  where 

Aij =  1 if nodes i and j  are connected, and is equal to  zero otherwise. In 

th is case A,j =  Aji since two nodes are either connected or not. If m atrix  

entries Ajj are i)erniitted  to  take values other than  one and zero then 

th a t is called a weighted  network. A network is called a directed network 

if =  1 whenever there is an arrow jx)inting from node j  to  node i, and 

th e  adjacency m atrix  is not necessarily synnnetric. U ndirected networks 

which are unweighted form the bulk of the  literatiu 'e, and so the  theory  is
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lioher in tliis ease. A ioa.son for th is could be tlia t networks snch a.s friend 

networks [Zachary, 1977] would ty])ically not l)o directed as friendship is 

ty])icaiiy m utual.

A ])articularly interesting j^art of network theory tlia t could l)o useful 

for neuroscience is clustering, and algorithm s to maximise th e  com m unity 

s truc tu re  of the clusterings. To maximise the  conununity s truc tu re , a 

nieasm e of such struc tu re  is reciuired.

2.2 M odularity

The modularity is a m easure of a given clustering of a network, which 

gives a value to the  connnunity s truc tu re  of the clustering [Newman and 

G irvan, 2004]. The m odularity  is defined to  m easure how much more 

jjrominent intra-cluster links are than  inter-cluster links in a given clus

tering. The m odularity  then, as a measure of the given clustering, m ea

sures how much conununity s truc tu re  is seen in th e  network. It was 

introduced by Newman and Girvan [2004] in one form, then  Newman 

[200Ca,b] derived another form using the  configuration model for grai)hs 

[Bender and Canfield, 1978: Bollobas, 1980].

The m odularity is a measm'e of a clustering of a network th a t assesses 

how nmch more connnunity s truc tu re  there is in the  network th a n  there 

would be in a random  network with sim ilar proj)erties. In [Newman, 

2006a,b] the m odularity is derived as follows in this section. T he m odu

larity is defined to  be the  difference between actual links w ithin clusters 

and the expected nunil)er of links. Sum m ing over all nodes w ithin a 

cluster, g\

(Links in g) — (Expected links in g) =  A^j — P,j (2.1)

where Pjj is the ])robability of a link l)etweeii nodes / and j .  Then, if 

g, is the com m unity to  which node / belongs, the  m odularity  Q  can be
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Figure 2.1: T he advantage to  clustering a network correctly can be seen 

here. Shown are two diagram s which have the same nodes and links, 

and so form the same network, bu t they look vastly different because the 

diagram  on the  left has been clustered to  maximise modularity.

described:

where ^ is the Kronecker delta, so Sigi .gj )  =  1 if nodes i and j  are in the  

sam e cluster, and zero otherwise, m  is the to ta l m unber of links in the 

network, and so l/2?r? is ju st a norm alising factor. The m odularity  of a 

cluster is then th e  num ber of edges w ithin a cluster minus the expected 

num ber of edges.

Newman [2006a,):)] calculates th e  probability  of a  link l)etween nodes 

in the  configuration model. In undirected networks, clearly the proba

bilities should be sym m etric, Pjj — Pji. Then, the  expected num ber of 

links across the  whole network should ecjual the  to ta l num ber of links.

where iti, as before, is th e  to ta l num ber of edges in the network, so if the

( 2 .2 )

T hat is, -  Pij] =

(2.3)
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At this ])()int, there is some choice as to  how siniihir the  raiicloiu 

network, th a t the calcuhited probaliihties are l)ased on, should be to  the 

network itself. One could suppose th a t each node in the random  network 

has degree equal to  the  average degree of the  network, but this ignores 

local s truc tu re  in the  network. Instead, it is supposed th a t the  random  

network should keej) the sam e degree for all nodes, and so the  network 

can be trea ted  as an instance of the  configuration model  [Bender and 

Canfield, 1978; Bollobas, 1980]. So, the  expected degree of each vertex 

is e(}ual to  the actual degree of the  vertex:

If it is supposed th a t beyond the degree d istribution  the  edges are 

placed at random , then the probability of two nodes connecting dejiends 

on their degrees. Sui)posing the probabilities for each end of a single 

edge is indejjcndent, which is a reasonable assum i)tion in a large network 

[Newman, 2010], where all the degrees are small relative to  the to tal 

num ber of edges, P,j =  f ( k , ) f { k j )  for some function /  on their degrees. 

Then, by equation 2.5:

(2.5)
J

n

j = i  j = i  U = i

so f{k'i) — Ck'i, for some constant C,  and we get

(2.7)

so, C  =  1 / y/'Itt) which gives the inobability  P,j as



and the  m odularity  is

(2.9)

The m odularity  gives vahies l)ctween —1/2 and 1 for any clustering. 

Since it is known th a t not dividing the  network into sej^arate clusters 

gives a m odularity  of zero, th is gives us a lower bound for “good” clus

terings.

The benefit of finding a good clustering can be seen in figure 2.1; 

a  good clustering can reveal w hat the  natu re  of the  network is, ra ther 

th an  it being a mess of nodes and links. W hile th e  m odularity  itself is 

a  m easure of a given clustering of a network, the  maxim um  m odularity 

is a p roperty  of the  network itself, which can tell much about the in

herent connnunity  s truc tu re  of the network. To actually  determ ine what 

clustering will give the  m axim um  m odularity  an  exhaustive search would 

be recjuired, which becomes mifea.sible for networks of even a m oderate 

size, as the  num ber of po ten tial clusterings is huge. Therefore, clustering 

algorithm s are needed to maximise the  m odularity  of the network.

2.3 N ew m an ’s eigenvalue algorithm

In [Newman. 2006b,a] Newman noted th a t if it was sujijjosed th a t the 

network was si)lit into two clusters, then  the m odularity  could be rede

fined in term s of a  quadratic  form. Defining a v'ector s,  which keeps track 

of the  split.

— 1 if node i in chister 2 

These vectors .s,: then  contain the  exact sam e inform ation as the  2 x ?? 

m atrix  S{gi , g j ) ,  so S{g i . g j )  can be factored:

1 if node i in cluster 1
(2 .10)

+  1) ( 2 . 1 1 )
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Then, the m o d u la rity  is redefined a.s:

( 2 . 12)

Let B  l)e a m a tr ix  where Bjj  =  Aij  — kjk j /2m,  called the modularity 

matrix, then equation 2.12 l)ecomes:

Q =  — s*B s (2.13)
in i

Now, since B  is an n x  v synnnetric  m a trix , it  has v real eigenvalues 

Ai, w ith  corresponding eigenvectors u,. O rdering  the A, so tha t Ai >  

A2 >  .. ■ >  A„. then w rite

so, the ])o s itiv ity  o f the m o d u la rity  depends coni])le te ly on the A,, in 

])a rticu la r the most j)os itive  eigenvalue Ai. Th is  means th a t to  n iax- 

inii.se the  m o d u la rity  the “ s j) lit vector”  s ought to  be a.s close to  the firs t 

eigenvector Ui as possible. To do th is , choose s as follows:

T h is  gives a c lustering  o f the network in to  two sm aller clusters. O f 

coiu’se, th is  sp lit is not s tr ic t ly  in  the d irec tion  o f A i, b u t it  is the best 

])ossible estim ate, given two clusters. In  fact, it ha.s been noted from  well- 

known networks, such as Zachary’s karate c lub  [Zachary. 1977], where 

friend.shi])s w ith in  a karate c lub wvre grai)hed j)r io r to  the c lub s j^ litting ,

s =  f / iU i +  .. . +  r;„Un (2.14)

The equation for the m o d u la rity  becomes

Q
J

(2.15)

1 i f  Ui >  0 
1 1

- 1  i f ( / i ,  < 0
(2.16)
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th a t the  absohite vahie of the /th  entry of u i gives a good inchcation 

of tlie “strength" of the  m em bership of node / to  its chister [Newman, 

2006b], T hat is, an en try  ui , i  w ith  ab.sohite vahie close to  one can be 

observed to  be a key in tra-cluster node or hub. In the  case of Zachary's 

karate club these in tra-cluster hubs were the  different instructors who 

split the  club into two clubs.

If th e  m odularity  of th e  split is not positive, then  reject the  sj^lit and 

say th a t the  best clustering is to  leave the  network as it is. Similarly, if 

the first eigenvalue Ai =  0 then  say th a t the )>est clustering is to  leave 

the  network midivided, as it is known th a t the  m odularity  m atrix  B 

always has a zero eigenvalue, w ith  eigenvector u  =  ( 1 , 1 , . . . . 1 ) .  which 

corresj)onds to  no split of the  network.

W ith  the  network split into two sm aller clusters, the  next question is 

how to  sj)lit th e  network further. Xewman [Newman, 2006b] recom mends 

looking at the  clusters one-by-one and sp litting  them  until it gives no 

benefit to  the m odtilarity of the overall clustering. One could naively 

just look at th e  adjacency m atrix  of th e  cluster itself, and form the 

corresponding m odularity  m atrix , bu t th is  ignores th e  connectivity of 

the overall network. T hat m ethod could inadvertently  sj^lit the subgraph 

into com m unities which would make sense w ithin the  cluster, but would 

ignore the connections from outside the  cluster. Instead, the  original 

m odularity  m atrix  B  is used to  calculate w hat difference a  split of the 

subgraph would make to  th e  modularity.

Given a cluster of nodes g, w ithin the  network, the  modularity con

tribution A Q  of a  split of g is;

This is the  term  in th e  m odularity  of the  network th a t a sjjlit s of g would 

change, minus the  m odularity  of leaving the  subgraph g whole. Thus, a
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“subgTai)li inodulaiity  m atrix” can be defined as:

L keg

(2.18)

and so takes the value

b “  =  By -  S., Y l  B a (2.19)

for labels i , j  of nodes in the cluster g.

The same approach as before is used, the most j)Ositive eigenvalue

the j^roperty tha t each of its rows sum to zero, so there still is a zero  

eigenvalue that represents no si)lit of the cluster. This can now be the 

stopping criterion for the algorithm; if the most positive eigenvalue is 

the zero-eigenvalue, then that subgrai)h is indivisible and stoj) si)litting. 

It should be noted, however, that as the most positive eigenvalue gets 

smaller, relative to its negative eigenvalues, there may he no benefit to 

the modularity of accei)ting such a sj)lit. In this case chec'k, by calculating 

A Q  for the proposed sjilit, to see if it is worth c‘ontinuing splitting the 

subgraph. If A Q  < 0 then stop, otherwise continue si)litting the graph. 

The algorithm is summarised in Algorithm 1.

This eigenvalue method for maximising the modularity has shown re

markably good results [Newman, 200Gb], despite the apparent drawback 

of always splitting the network/subgraph in two jiarts. It is ])ossil)le to 

sj^lit the network into more than two parts initially by using the first 

tri eigenvalues and using the ith  entry of the eigenvectors as coordinates 

in R"' [Hunii)hries, 2011], but this then requires a choice of number of 

clusters. This may also re(}uire calculating many more eigenvalues of the

of B̂ ®̂  determines the favoured split s to maximise AQ. B̂ -̂  ̂ still has



A lg o rith m  1 This is Newman’s cigcnvahie algorithm for maximising the

modularity of a network.
Calculate the modularity m atrix B, where Dij = A,j — kikj/2iv

Find the most positive eigenvalue Ai and its eigenvector Ui

if Ai =  0 th e n

Stop the algorithm with no split in the network.

e lse

Split network such tha t node i in first group if ui- > 0 and in second 

group otherwise.

E n su re : Modularity of split > 0

e n d  if

fo r all subnetworks g do 

Calculate where

Find the most positive eigenvalue of and its eigenvector

if  Aj''̂  =  0 th e n

Subnetwork can split no further, 

e lse

Split network such tha t node i in first group if > 0 and in 

second group otherwise 

E n su re : A Q  > 0 for s])lit of sul^network g.

e n d  if 

e n d  for
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large matrix B, which can be coniiMitationally expensive, rather than 

calculating a single eigenvalue for smaller and smaller matrices as above.

2.4 N ew  network clustering algorithm s

Using the definition of modularity as defined above in equation 2.9 to 

measure the connnunity structure of given clusterings, two new algo

rithms were developed in the covu’se of this thesis. They both use com

plexity algorithms, which can often find novel solutions to difficult prob

lems, since they do not make assumptions about the natiu'e of the solu

tions.

2.4.1 Genetic algorithm

Genetic algorithms have l^ecome widely used to .solve complex o})timisa- 

tion jHoblems where it is difficult to calculate the gradient of the objective 

function. The algorithm is based on the process of Darwinian evolution 

where successful genes remain in the gene pool and unsuccessful genes die 

out. Tliere have been several clustering algorithms which use the genetic 

algorithm as their framework, such as [Pizzuti, 2008]. In this projjosed 

algorithm the genes are sinq)ly the clusterings of a given network and 

the modularity is then the objective fmiction.

The sinq)licity of a typical genetic algorithm is th a t it tyi)ically only 

needs a fitness/objective fimction to evaluate the fitness of solutions. A 

genetic algorithm is (lescril)ed in Algorithm 2.

To define a genetic algorithm, it is inqjortant to define what a solution 

is, and how the genes crossover and m utate from generation to generation. 

In this case, a solution is any clustering of the netw’ork. A fitness function 

is a function of .solutions which should tyi)ically be non-negative. This 

can be attaine'd l>y setting the fitness of any clustering with negative
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A lgorithm  2 An example of a generic genetic algorithm.
Generate a random population of n genes gi, set generation to zero.

w hile Generation < N  do

for all Genes do

Calculate the fitness of g,.

end for

Breed new population: 

for i e  7 )  }. do

Choose parents according to goodness-of-fit.

Generate new gene gi by crossover of j^arent genes.

Mutate gi with probability f. 

end  for 

for all gi do

(h < - gi 

end  for 

end  while
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m odularity to  zero, but since the  lower bound is sharp  it is b e tte r  to  use 

the  m odularity  plus 1/2 as the fitness function. / .  Then a clustering </, 

is chosen as a parent w ith probability /{(]]))■

It is im portan t to  m aintain  asj)ects of the “paren t” genes when breed

ing the new genes; th e  num ber of clusters is a very inij)ortant aspect of a 

clustering, so any algorithm  m ust be careful not to  simi)ly crossover clus

terings by taking their intersection as th a t would typically increase the  

num ber of clusters. T he upj^er lioiuid for the  num ber of clusters should 

be set to  the  maxim um  of the  num bers of clusters of th e  parents, or by 

setting  Uc =  (» ,/((/,)  +  nj f i g j ) )  / { f i Qi )  +

Crossover is defined in this algorithm  by random ly choosing a  sin

gle node in the network according to  the degree d istribu tion , and then  

random ly choosing the  cluster which contains the  node in one of the 

parents. Reniove all nodes in the chosen cluster from the  selection i)ool, 

and continue the  j^rocess. If the num ber of clusters reaches the  predefined 

maxim um  num ber of clusters and some nodes rem ain, then the rem aining 

nodes are placed in the  closest cluster to  them  (by path  d istance). M u

ta tion  is defined by random ly moving a small i)ercentage. ai)proxim ately 

15%, of nodes between clusters in ap])roxim ately 10% of clusterings.

This algorithm  is c(jm putationally very exjicnsive for small networks, 

))ut scales nmch b e tte r th an  N ew m an’s eigenvalue algorithm .

2.4.2 Sim ulated annealing

A nother algorithm  from coni])lexity theory  which has previously been 

used for finding connnunity  s truc tu re  in networks is simulated annealing. 

Sinnilated annealing is an algorithm  based on the  techni(iue of annealing 

in m etallurgy; annealing happens when a m etal is heated and then  cooled 

slowly to increase the size of the crystals in the  m etal, as the  m etal finds 

the crystal s tru c tin e  which recjuires lowest energy as it cools slowly.
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Siinulated annealing mimics this process to find a solution that min

imises an energy function, by introducing a temperaiure of sorts to the 

system. At each temperature level, there is a small change to the solu

tion, and the new energy level is calculated.

The i)robability of accepting the change to the solution is then de

termined by an acceptance probability function, P{E{s),  E{s'),T),  which 

depends on the cm-rent energy E{s), the potential new energy E{s') and 

the temperature T. The basic rule of the algorithm is that any change 

of state that reduces the energy of the system is automatically accepted, 

and a change of state that increases the energy is accepted with a j^rob- 

ability that decreases as T —)• 0.

The accej)tance probability function used also has the ])roi)erty that 

small increases in energ>  ̂are more likely to be accepted than liig increases 

in energy. The acceptance probalnlity is then a decreasing function of 

the change in energy A E  =  E{s') — E(s),  which decreases faster as the 

temperature lowers. An exponential fmiction satisfies these criteria:

f  1 E{s') -  E{s) < 0
P ( E ( . v ) , £ ( . s O ,r ) =  . (2.20)

1̂ exp E{s') -  E{s) > 0

The solution sj:>ace for this algorithm was the s])ace of clusterings of 

a given network A  ̂ The “energy'’ function was the modularity with the 

sign reversed.

It is imj^ortant for simulated annealing that all moves are small. With 

this in mind, the move in this clustering algorithm is simply to select a 

node at random and move it to either any existing cluster or to form a 

new cluster from it. From observations, this algorithm did not appear 

to be very discriminating w'hen required to split a network to more than 

two or three clusters, but it did seem to find “stable” solutions. For 

example, in Zachary’s karate club network [Zachary, 1977] it found the 

correct split of the network, rather than the clustering which resulted in 

a slightly higher modularity.
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2.5 /c-medoids clustering

By defining a metric on spike trains, there is a way to tell how ‘close’ 

different responses are, but there are no co-ordinates in the metric space 

which would help with clustering responses. Provided that the num- 

l)er of stimuli is known l)eforehand, the standard method of clustering 

spike-trains is an analog to A’-mcans clustering which does not require 

calculating a mean solution. [Julienne and Houghton, 2013] introduces a 

method for computing a ‘mean sj^ike train’, so A'-nieans clustering could 

now l)e used. However, here the process of A-medoids clustering is de

scribed.

(b)

Figure 2.2: An exanii)le of the first stej) in k-medoids clustering: (a) 

Medoids are initially selected at random and the first clustering puts 

each point in the cluster of the closest medoid. Then we choose the point 

in the cluster that will give the lowest total distance to other jioints, and 

choose that as the new medoid. (b) Finally, w'e re-cluster each ]:)oint to 

go in the cluster of the closest medoid to it.

For A’-means clustering, k random j)oints are selected in the sj)ace in 

which clustering is occurring, then each j^oint in the sj)ace would be in
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th e  chistcr of the  closest of those k jioints to  Itself. T hen the mean of all 

th e  points in a cluster is calculated to  get a new •‘centre'' for the cluster 

and re-cluster each j^oint to  th e  closest of these k means. This jirocess 

is I'ejieated m itil the  m eans are stable, which gives a clustering of the 

points into k clusters.

The A'-medoids algorithm  begins by choosing a pre-determ ined num 

ber, k, of points in th e  data , called niedoids, and then  each other ])oint 

of the  d a ta  is j)laccd in the  chistcr of the  closest, or least dissim ilar), 

niedoid to  it. Then, for each cluster, each j^oiiit in the  cluster is assessed, 

and the  jioint w ith th e  least overall distance is chosen as the new niedoid. 

This step  is shown in Figure 2.2. These steps are rei)eated until there  is 

no change in the  niedoids. This m ethod suits for s])ike-trains, as the idea 

of a ‘m ean’ spike tra in  is not well understood, although, using the van 

Rossuin m etric, the  average function of Julienne and H oughton [2013] is 

a possible alternative.

T here are some downsides to  using A’-niedoids, th a t could jiossibly be 

inii)roved by using network m ethods. T he i)rimarv disadvantage is th a t 

th e  num ber of clusters must be selected in advance, and hence imi^lies 

])rior knowledge of the  num ber of different stim uli th a t are jiiesented in 

a d a ta  set. This is addressed in th e  next section.

2.6 C lustering responses w ith m odularity

Here it is j)roi)osed th a t current m ethods of sorting resi)onses could j)o- 

teiitially be improved by using the  m odularity  clustering algorithm . An 

advantage to  such a dynam ic m ethod would be the  ability to  cluster re- 

si)onses w ithout foreknowledge of th e  stim uli. This suggests th a t fu ture 

dynam ic sorting algorithm s m ay be possible. Since the algorithm  de

term ines when to  stop  itself, it is sim ply l)e run to  com pletion. Such a 

m ethod could perhaps be used for many different da ta  sets, when the
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iiuinl)er of stimuli was not known, to determine the different responses.

The data set introchiced in the introchiction from [Narayan et al., 

2006] was used, which featured sj^ike trains from anaesthetised adult 

male zebra finches as they listened to conspecihc songs.

A distance m atrix was calculated by taking the van Rossmn met

ric distances between each j)air of responses for each neuron, where the 

param eter r  in the metric wa.s chosen to be 12.8 ms, as this had pre

viously l:)een determined to be a good param eter for the data  set used 

[Houghton, 2009]. Then, given a threshold value, //, the adjacency matrix 

for a network was calculated as:

Once the adjacency matrix was calculated, the algorithm was run 

to maximise modularity for the network. The nuiximum van Rossuui 

distance, once normalised, between any two trains was one, so the al

gorithm was run for different threshold values // between zero and one 

incrementing // by stej)s of size 0.001.

As seen in Hgure 2.3. the profile of the graph of the maximum mod

ularity versus the threshold looked j^romising. as for each cell the mod

ularity peaked as // varied, but unfortunately the clusters of responses 

bore little resenil)lance to the stinuili, and usually had too few clusters. 

D('spite there being clear i)eaks in the modularity grai)hs, the maximised 

modularity consistently outi)erfornis the modularity of the correct clus

tering for every value of the threshold //. This sc'oms to im])ly that net

work clustering methods are ])robal)ly not very good for sorting stinmli.

The modularity maximisation of these networks unfortmiately cannot 

cluster the responses by their stimuli. A similar method was used in 

[Humphries, 2011], where all of the positive eigenvalues were u.sed to 

cluster responses, . This method is rather computationally exi)ensive, 

and uses even the very small ])ositive eigenvalues, which themselves may

0 otherwise

1 i f f / ( / , j ) < / /
( 2 . 21 )
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Figure 2.3: Above is the graph of the modularity versus threshold values 

in two typical cells from the data. The green crosses represent the mod

ularity of the correct clustering of stimuli; the red j:)lusses rei)resent the 

maximum modularity, according to the algorithm, of the network.

have little effect on the positivity of modularity. This motivated the 

attem pt to use the clustering method of Newman [2006a], but it did not 

pcnform very well.

The problem with the al)ove method a])i)ears to be tha t there is no 

natural network formed by the distance m atrix of responses to stimuli. 

The next section introduces a simulated network of neurons, so tha t there 

is a definite network structure to investigate.

2.7 D iscussion

In this chapter, complex networks were introduced, along with a concej^t 

of goodness-of-fit for a specific clustering in the modularity. The eigen-
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value algorithm introduced by Newman [2006a] ŵ as introduced in detail, 

a.s it has become the l^enchmark for clustering algoritluns.

Two new algorithms w'ere introduced to try  to find a clustering that 

would maximise the modularity of a network. Neither ])roducecl results 

l)cttcr than the standard methods, so were used sparingly. The simulated 

annealing algorithm appeared to not necessarily maximise the modular

ity, but seemed to find the highest ‘stable’ modularity.

Netw'ork methods did not cluster stimuli ŵ ell, perhaps because the 

network structure was not natural. This may rule out network clustering 

methods as a tool for discriminating betw^een responses, but [Humi)hries, 

2011] seemed to get results with a different da ta  set, so it is not conclu

sive. The sinuilated annealing algorithm introduce in this chapter could 

potentially provide interesting clusterings of stinuili, but that was not 

ex])lore(l in the work for this thesis.

The dynamic response clustering aj^jieared not to work due to a lack of 

network structure amongst the resjjonses. The next chaj)ter thus focuses 

on a sinmlated network of neurons with known netw'ork structure. This 

appears to be the optimal w'ay to use network clustering in neuroscience.
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Chapter 3

M apping information flow in a 

sim ulated network of neurons

In this chai)tcr, a process is i)roj)osed for a way to map how information 

flows througli a network of neurons. The process is proposed due to the 

ol)servation that given an inter-si)ike inter\'al (ISI) distribution which 

arises from a neuron liaving a refractoriness after each sj)ike, such a.s 

the gamma function or the inverted normal (hstribution, then a very 

small grouj) of neurons, say 20 to 30, is sufhcient for the collection of 

neurons together to jiroduce an exponential distribution of ISIs - which 

would be the ISI distribution of a Poisson rate jHocess. Due to this 

observation, it is proi)Osed that there should be small clusters of neurons 

that work together to ])rovide a background ‘ra te ’ to other similar groups 

of neurons.

There are different ways to form the networks of many neurons, but 

of i)riniary interest are neurons whose firing seems to improve the prob

ability of other neurons hring. A method of particular interest is the 

method of Incremental Mutual Inforina.tion of Singh and Lesica [Singh 

and Lesica, 2010], which tries to reduce the uncertainty of a neuron as 

much a.s possible before checking whether another neuron influences it.
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Any iiotvvork formed from th is mea.sure would have to  be directed, so a 

m ethod  to  tu rn  a directed network into an undirected network is needed. 

N ewm an descril)cs a very neat way to  do this in [Newman. 2010]. where 

two nodes are related in th e  undirected network by how m any connnons 

nodes they point to in th e  directed network. This relation called the 

bibliographic coupling  of two nodes. In a brain network, th is could give 

a  ‘m ap ’ of inform ation flow.

3.1 The bibliographic network

A directed network is defined as a collection of nodes and directed links 

l)etween those nodes, represented by ordered pairs of nodes. As m en

tioned tow ards the  beginning of th is chapter, the  adjacency m atrix  A  of 

a d irected  network is then  defined by:

T he bibliographic co^ipling of two nodes, i and j ,  in an unweighted di

rected  network is defined to  be the  num ber of common nodes th a t are 

I)ointed to  by nodes i and j .  Since an imweighted network typically has 

en tries equal to one or zero, this coui)ling is calculated as:

T hus the  m atrix  B  of l)ibliographic couplings is: B  =  A , a  conmion 

synnnetrisation  of a non-sym m etric m atrix . T he diagonal elem ents Bn 

are th e  num ber of nodes th a t node i points to, or the  out degree of node

T he bibliographic network can then  be defined in a couple of ways. 

It could be defined th a t each pair of nodes i and j  w ith non-zero biblio

graphic couj^ling have a link, bu t th is throw s away a lot of inform ation

0 otherwise

1 if there is a link from j  to  i
(3.1)

(3.2)

I.
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from the original dircctcd network. It is better to view the bibliographic 

network as a weighted network where each link (/, j )  has weight equal 

to the corresj)onding entry in the bibliographic matrix, Bjj, Init without 

any self-links; so the l)ibliographic network has adjacency matrix equal 

to the bibliogra])liic matrix with the diagonal entries set to zero.

3.2 Increm ental m utual inform ation

Incremental Mutual Information (IMI) is a measure defined by Singh and 

Lesica [Singh and Lesica, 2010] which is used to determine whether a j)air 

of time-series have infiuence u])on each other, for a given time-delay. It 

is a similar measure to transfer entro])y [Schreil)er, 2000], but it also uses 

future information to further eliminate any correlations due to noise.

Given two si)ike-trains A' and a time f, and a time-delay the 

contribution to the IMI at time t is defined to be:

AI , yy[S\  =  H  {X{ f ) \ Zs{ t ) )  -  H  [ X{ i ) \ Z s { i ) . Y { f  -  ^)) (3.3)

where Zs is a vector containing information about the future and past of 

both s])ike-trains A' and with a delay of 8 added to Y\

Zs{f )  = (A ,(0 , AV(f), -  S), Y f { f -  S))  (3.4)

This is calculated in the typical manner of calculating mutual in

formation between si)ike-trains introduced in [Strong et al., 1998]. The 

s])ike-trains are discretised according to a tinie-scale which is milikely to 

contain more than one spike, for examjile 2 ms wliich is apj)roximately 

the absolute refractory i)eriod of most neurons. That is, the spike trains 

are split into vectors of bins which either contain a s])ike or do not, and 

as such are allocated either one or zero. The i)robability s])ace is then 

calculated for each combination of "words” of ones and zeros.

The downside to this method is that this is a very data-hungry cal

culation. which limits the aniomit of ■j)ast' and ‘future' stejis used, as
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for past and fu ture steps, there  are possil)le states. Tliis means

th a t calculating the  IMI with two stejw forward and back at each tim e 

stej) requires on the  order of 2^ " ’ d a ta  jw ints to fully po])ulato the  sample 

space.

3.3 Num erical testing

l o  a E I F  
nt-M ir o n s

1() a E I F  
ii<*iirt>iis

In p u t:
Siiigh' |M»iss(ni lu ’u ro n  •---- lO  a E I F  

lu M u o n s 1C) a E IF ' 
iw’u r o n s

lO  a E I F

Noise:
1()0 ix)issuii lu'uroiis

H gure 3.1: The network model which was used to  test the effectiveness 

of the increm ental nnitual inform ation was leased on the schem atic shown 

here. All sim ulated neurons in the recurrent layer were aE IF  neurons. 

The connection probability between two nodes at random  was 0.1, con

nections along arrows in the diagram  occurred w ith i)rol)ability 0.8, and 

connections from the noise layer to  the recurrent layer occurred w ith 

probability 0.2.

IMI recjuires very long d a ta  sets to calculate accurately, which are 

difficult to  record in anim als th a t are awake. Due to the scarcity of large 

sinniltaneous recordings for long periofls of tim e, the j)roposed inform a

tion niapj)ing was instead carried out on a model network. The network
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was designed to bo small, for ea.se of calculations, but still had features 

of note - a divergence and a convergence of groups. The network was 

randomly generated based on the schematic in Figure 3.1. The neuron- 

model used was the adaptive exponential integrate and fire nevuon-model 

of [Brette and Gerstner, 2005], as it strikes a good l)alance between ease of 

computation [Hopfield and Herz, 1995], and biological accuracy [Hodgkin 

and Huxley, 1952]. The network was simulated using the python pack

age Brian [Goodman and Brette, 2008], and each simulation ran for fom' 

minutes. The amplitude of the spikes from the Poisson neurons in the 

noise layer was varied from 1 mV to 17 niV to investigate how well the 

IMI dealt with noise.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: (a) A typical visualisation of the directed network, very 

difficult to see what sort of modules exist, desj^ite the layout, (b ) A 

heat map of the adjacency m atrix of the recurrent layer of aEIF netuons, 

again there are very few clusters around the diagonal here, which would 

indicate a module in the network.

The i)ro])osed method to niaj) the modules of neurons was to initially 

calculate the j)eak IMI l)etween each pair of neurons, and set that ecjual to 

the non-diagonal elements of an adjacency m atrix of a weighted directed
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network:

=

niax^ Al j j  [(̂ ] if d' >  0

0 othei'wise
(3.5)
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Figure 3.3: Above are shown the  peak IMI vahies between neiuons, cal

culated from the ir spikes trains. T he adjacency m atrix  is directed so 

tlia t the  peak IMI d ic ta tes th e  direction of influence of the  neurons. The 

am i)litude of the individual neurons in the  Poisson noise layer increased 

at each step  (i) 3 mV to  (iv )15  niV in steps of 4 mV. Note th a t the  IMI 

actually  becomes more discrim inating  as the noise level increases.

The absolute value of th e  IMI was quite small, particu larly  as the 

noise level increased, but th e  in iixn tan t inform ation was in the discrim- 

inabilitv of th e  measure. Therefore, the  non-zero IMI values were col

lected and the  m edian was calculated. This median, r/ was then  set 

as the  threshold for the  network. The new adjacency m atrix  w'as then
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calculatcd as:
J  1 if miiXsM,j \S\  > T i

I 0 otherwise.

As can be seen in Figure 3.3, the  IMI actually  appears to  inii)rove 

in discriniinability a.s the  noise level increa.ses. A ccounting for noise was 

the  reason for conditioning for the  fu ture along w ith the ]:)a.st [Singh and 

Lesica, 2010], as opj)osed to  ju st conditioning for the  ])ast as Schreilier 

[2000] does w ith the Transfer Entropy nieasm'e. This m eans th a t the 

IMI could be a very good tool to  m easure influence between neurons in 

sim ultaneous recordings, bu t it does require a lot of d a ta  before it is 

useful, and it has a form idable calculation time.

T he next stcj) in the process is to  calculate the  bibliographic coupling 

from the  thresholded adjacency m atrix . A r , ,  calculated in ecpiation 3.G. 

This then  gives a new' network, which is undirected, and hence can l)e 

clustered using com mon m ethods such as [Newman and Girvan, 2004; 

Newman, 200Gb],

(a ) (b )

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Figure 3.4: In this figure the  thresholded bibliographic network is shown 

from the  IMI network when: (a )  the  noise level is very low, th a t is 1 niV 

from each Poisson noise neuron, and (b ) the  noise level is nmch higher, 

17mV from each Poisson nem on. The m odular s truc tu re  of the  network 

is showing a lot more when the  noise level is high.
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Ill figure 3.4, the bil)hographic network is shown to  roughly group the 

first th ree groups together, bu t the  fourth and fiftli are also clustered 

together. This is because they both  influence the  sixth group, so they 

have high bibliographic coupling. It appears th a t the  bibliographic cou

pling can detect a divergence of groups in a network, but cannot detect 

a convergence.

In order to  correctly cluster the  convergent groups tow ards the  end of 

th e  model network, another m easure needs to  be introduced, the  cocita

tion. This coupling is the  inverse concept to  the  bibliographic coupling, 

as it is the  num ber of com mon nodes pointing at bo th  nodes. T h a t is:

C„ = Y .  (3.7)
k

T he m atrix  is then  C  =  B B ^ . This is ano ther very common sym m etri- 

sation of m atrices.

A fter running the whole process again w ith the  cocitation instead 

of the  bibliograjihic couj)ling, it is clear th a t the  cocitation does indeed 

detect convergences in the groups of neurons, this can be seen in figure 

3.5.

3.4 D iscussion

T he increm ental m utual inform ation proved to  be a  rem arkably useful 

tool in noisy networks, bu t it requires very large d a ta  sets to  calculate, 

these can be very difficult to  record in vivo. T he length of d a ta  sets 

reciuired may rule out the  IMI as a  useful m easure of real world data .

T he bibliographic coupling and the cocitatioii bo th  gave in teresting 

clusterings of the  network, bu t com bining them  to  consistently re tu rn  

a provided network was a difficult task, which was unfortunately  not 

com jileted in the  course of th is work.
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Figure 3.5: In this figure the tlu'esholded cocitatioii network is shown 

from the IMI network when: (a) the noise level is very low', tha t is 1 niV 

from each Poisson noise neuron, and (b ) the noise level is nnich higher, 

ITniV from each Poisson neuron. The modular structure of the network 

is showing a lot more when the noise level is high.

Perhaps attem j)ting to map the information flow in a network is be

yond current da ta  caiiabilities. i)ut there sho\ild be some consistent way 

to conii)are simultaneous recordings of many neurons. Previous multi

unit s])ike train metrics have had both time-scale and i)oi)ulation parame

ters which needed to be tuned. By extending the time-scale free distance 

measures develoi)ed by Kreuz et al. [2007, 2013], this will reduce the need 

for at least one of the j)arameters.





Chapter 4

M ulti-unit spike train metrics

In this chajiter, two paianicter-free spike tra in  distances are introduced, 

and m ulti-unit extensions are then suggested. The ISI distance [Krcuz 

et al., 2007] wax intro(hiced as a j^aranieter-free m easure of spike tra in  

synchrony. T h a t is, it com pares the  rates of two spike trains at any point 

in time. Similarly, the  SPIK E distance [Kreuz et al., 2013] is a time- 

local param eter-free distance m easure l>etweeu spike-trains. which l>ears 

some resemblance to  edit-length m easures such as the  V ictor-Purj)ura 

m etric [Victor and Puri)ura, 1997]. These time'-local measures can then 

be in tegrated  over the length of the  sj^ike-trains to  give param eter-free 

d istance niea.sures l)etween sj)ike trains.

These m ulti-unit extensions are then  tested  on the  d a ta  used in [Houghton 

and Sen, 2008] to  determ ine their suitability  as m ulti-unit m easures. In 

testing  these extensions, it is obser\'ed th a t there are different ways to 

consider how to  code for a population of neurons which act together.

4.1 Param eter-free spike train distances

Two distances have be('n introduced l)y Kreuz et al. [2007, 2013] recently, 

which do not rcciuire a tim e-scale ])aram eter such as the  q in the Victor- 

Puri)ura m etric [Victor and P urpura . 1997] and the  r  in the van Rossuni
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metric [van Rossuni. 2001]. These distance measures are introduced l^e- 

low, and then several multi-unit extensions are proposed.

4.1.1 ISI distance

In [Kreuz et al., 2007] a new type of measure was introduced. The ISI 

distance is a time-local measure of spike train  synchrony. The ISI distance 

is defined for any t, 0 < t < T,  in the trial. The distance is a local 

comparison of the estimated firing rates of spike trains A' and Y .

For any time t in the trial, the firing rate of spike train A' is estimated 

by the reciprocal of the current inter-spike interval in A", and similarly

Typically one rate will be bigger than the other rate. Dividing by that 

rate a similarity measure, with values between zero and one, for the spike 

trains can be calculated:

This similarity measm-e is always between zero and one, so to change 

it to a distance measure between sj)ike trains, all tha t had to be done 

was to subtract it from one. Then the ISI distance, as defined in [Kreuz 

et al., 2007, 2009b], is:

for Y:

(4.1)

•s/s/(A, i ){t) = (4.2)

Since the rates are estim ated by the ISIs, and 1/a > 1/b a < b 

this can be rewritten as:

s i s i { X , Y) ( t )  = (4.3)

d , s , ( X , Y) { t ) (4 .4 )
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t

I x ( t )

I y ( t )

1

Figure 4.1: Shown here is an example pair of spike trains A' and V. At 

each point t  in the trial there are respective intervals I x { t )  and I y ( t ) .  By 

taking the reciprocal of Ix{f) and an estim ator for the firing rate

of A' and V' at time t  is calculated.

The ISl distance is zero w’hen the inter-sj)ike intervals of A' and V are 

tlie same, and tends towards one as the ratio between them increases. 

It is worth noting tha t, imlike the van Rossuni metric, the ISI distance 

does not recjuire a timescale ])arameter, and thus can l)e used without 

tuning for an oj^timal parameter.

The ISl distance was foimd to have a simpler form, which benefits the 

extension work of Chaj)ter Three of this thesis, as it shows the nature of 

the ISl distance to be tha t of an L\  metric:

( l i s i { X, \ ) { t )   -----7777m7u (
mHx{ I x{ f ) , I y { t ) }

This time-local measure can l)e integrated over the length of the trial 

to give a metric on full spike trains.

7 1 r , 1 r „( l i s i (X, )  ) = Tp ( h s i i X , )  ){t)(lf =  7  ̂ /   TTTTTTTTu
T  Ju T  i uf i x{ IAt ) , I y{ t ) }

(4.G)
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4.1.2 SPIKE distance

In [Krouz ot al., 2011, 2013] another distance measure wa.s j^roposed wliicli 

does not require a tinie-scale param eter and which can also lie used as 

a time-local measure of spike train  synchrony. This measure is similar 

in ways to the metric of Victor and Purpura [1997] as it is a tenijioral 

distance measure rather than a rate metric like the ISI distance.

At each time f, there are four ‘corner’ spikes, the preceding and fol

lowing spikes in both A' and V.  These spikes are denoted by 

and f̂ jr, where p stands for ])receding and /  for following. Each of these 

spikes then ha« an associated ‘gaj)’ value, as shown in figure 4.2. This 

gap, At j ,  is simply the shortest distance to any s])ike in the other sjjike 

train:

A ff =  min |/f — t^A (4.7)
j

These gaps are similar to the translation costs in the Victor-Pm'j)ura 

metric, but they do not have an upper l)ound, or indeed a timescale 

])arameter. Rather than introducing a somewhat arbitrary ])aramoter 

such as fy, the gaps are scaled according to the firing rate of the spike 

train at th a t j)oint in time.

The firing rate is estim ated as l^efore with the ISI distance above, 

and is just the recij^rocal of the current inter-spike interval. To get a 

continuous function of time, the distance measure inter])olates smoothly 

between spikes in each spike train. So. each s])ike train must then be 

sunnned separately, for X:

(t — +  (t i  —
S x i X , y ) { t )  = - 'j (4,8)

and for

S y ( X .  Y) ( t )  =  5------ " ’ ' ---------- 2 (4.9)

where the inter-spike interval value in the denominator is squared to 

normalise the measme and keej) the distance between zero and one.
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Figure 4.2: Shown here is the same pair of sj^ike trains A' and 1" as 

in Figure 4.1, but here the measures relevant for the SPIKE distance 

[Kreuz et al., 2013] are highlighted. At each j)oint t in the trial there is 

a jneceding and a following spike in cach spike train, called 

resj)ectively. At each of these, so called, ‘corner’ sj)ikes a ‘gaj)' is calcu

lated. The gaj) for each ,s])ike is the shortest distance to a s])iko in the 

other spike train.

These distances are then multij^lied by the inter-sj)ike interval of the 

other sj)ike train, and divided by the scjuare of the average of the interstice 

intervals to get a symmetric distance measure of local sj)ike times, called 

the SPIKE distance [Kreuz et al., 2013]:

4(f)Sv(A',y)(f) + «0S,(A',y)(/)
2(4(0 + ’

As above with the ISI distance, the SPIKE distance can be integrated 

over the course of a trial to get a distance measure between spike trains.

In the study of si)ike-train metrics, often a multi-unit measure is 

desired, as many data sets record several neurons at once. A multi-unit 

measure is a distance bc'tween collections of labelled s])ike-trains. The 

SPIKE distance in [Kreuz et al., 2011] does not lend itself to a sim])le
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m ulti-unit extension, so instead a sini])ler version of the  SPIK E distance 

is extended. This alternative has the  added advantage th a t the  measure 

between two full s])ike tra ins can be calculated in a fraction of the  tim e 

of the  integral of the  SPIK E distance.

4.2 A lternative SPIKE distance

W ith  a view to  extending the  SPIK E distance to  a m ulti-unit distance 

m easure, it is useful to  review the definition of the SPIK E m easure pro

vided in [Kreuz et al., 2011]: Given two spike-trains A' and 1'. where 

X =  and y  =  . . . ,  where are

th e  spike times. T he SPIK E distance in [Kreuz et al., 2011] has the  nice 

p roperty  th a t the distance is bom ided such th a t it is always l^etween zero 

and one. U nfortm iately, to  achieve a natu ra l extension to  a m ulti-unit 

m easure, th is property  is sacrificed. A sim pler version of the distance, 

w ithout the  stric t upper bound of one, is used.

The sim pler d istance is very quick and easy to  calculate. A gaj5 is 

associated w ith each sj)ike; this is the distance to  th e  nearest sj^ike in 

th e  o ther spike-train. The to ta l distance between two spike tra in s is then 

sim ply the  sm n of these gaps.

T he original SPIK E  distance included additional norm alisation fac

tors th a t have been om itted  here. This simplifies the  m easure between 

com plete spike tra in s greatly. The sim pler m easure is not stric tly  a m etric 

between spike trains, as it fails the  triangle ineciuality, but the  s tandard  

SPIK E  distance does also. This m easure is certainly sym m etric and  non

negative, and th e  triangle inequality holds due the  metric.

To form the  tim e-local distance, a  weighted sum  of the  gajjs for the 

corner spikes is m ade, th a t is, the spikes preceding and  following the  tim e 

of interest in each of the  two spike trains. T he weighting is chosen so 

th a t th e  integral of th e  tim e-local function is ju s t the  sum  of th e  gaps.
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First, the gaj)s arc calculatod for each spike in the  two spilvc-trains. 

This is sini])ly the nearest spike in the o ther sj^ike train:

A ff =  n i i n ( l i f - / f | )  (4.11)
7

At each tim e instan t, these is a unique set of two corner spikes for each 

spike train: the  j^receding and following spikes from each spike train , 

which are labelled and these are, respectively,

the preceding and following spikes in spike-train A" and the  j^receding 

and following spikes in si)ike-train Y .

For each spike-train, IT G {A', V'}, a tim e-local distance is then cal

culated using the  associated gap of the four corner spikes for each spike- 

tra in . IV =  :r, y:

where

t -  t m
/ - ( f )

m) - ̂ (4.13)

/ - ( / )

and P ‘’{f) is the  size of the  interspike interval in which t is contained:

rit) = mt)-mt). (4.14)

Now, the  tim e-local distance for each neuron is added to  give the overall 

time-local distance:

•s(0 = '‘’■x(0 +  ^Sy(f). (4.15)

This simj^lified tim e-local SPIK E  distance has the advantage th a t its

integral is simj^ly the  sm n of the  gaps of each sj)ike; th a t is:

f ' it).It = Y.E-̂ 'r-
Jo

(4.1G)

In practice this simplified version of the SPIK E distance, which is 

given the nam e Sim ple-SPIK E for the  rem ainder of this thesis, i)roduces 

sim ilar tim e profiles to  the version described in [Kreuz et al.. 2011].
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4.3 Extensions to  m ulti-unit recordings

As recording m ethods liavc improved, there are now more anfl more d a ta  

sets recorded by m uhi-probe recordings. These recor(Ungs can isolate 

m any separate  neurons sim ultaneously, but it is not clear how exactly 

these collections of sj)ike-trains should be comjiared to  each other. Typ

ically, there are two extrem e cases for m ulti-im it recordings, and a poj)- 

u lation param eter is varied to  find the  best mix.

The first extrem e case would be where each neuron is carrying a 

comj)letely independent signal to  all the  o ther neurons. In th is case, 

each spike-train  from a sj^ecific neuron should only be com pared to  o ther 

spike-trains from the  same neuron. This is called a lahellc.d line (LL) 

code. For a LL code, a sj)ike tra in  labelled i will only be com])ared to 

o ther s])ike tra in s w ith the  sam e label, and then  the distances are sum m ed 

over all the  labels.

The second extrem e case would be th a t all the neurons comi)lenient 

each o ther and carry a  signal together as a connnunity. In th is case, 

it would not make sense to  only com])are spike tra ins w ith the  sam e 

label; it would be expected th a t the  signal would l)e carried by the  whole 

population. This is called a sum m ed population  (SP) code. Tyi)ically 

for a  SP code, the  sj)ike tra ins are all j^ooled together and they  are then  

trea ted  as one large spike train .

In [Houghton and Sen, 2008], the van Rossum m etric which was in

troduced in C hajiter O ne was extended to  the  m ulti-unit ca.se, and in 

[Aronov et al., 2003] the  V ictor-Pur[)ura m etric was extended. A nnilti- 

unit distance is defined to  be between two sets of sjjike-trains; X  =  {A',} 

and Y  =  {V;}, where i E I . . .  N  and the  index i labels th e  neuron.

T he single-unit distance, Sim ple-SPIK E, from th e  j)revious section is 

extended to  a  m ulti-unit drstance. All th a t is required to  calculate is the  

gaj) associated w ith each sj)ike in each set of sj)ike trains. By including
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the  ])ossibility th a t the nearest sj)ike m ay belong to  a different neuron in 

the  o ther set, th is is achieved. However there nnist a distance penalty  

associated w ith changing from one neuron to  the  other. This j^enalty is 

sim ilar to  the  costs in edit-length  m etrics such as V ictor-Pur])m a [Victor 

and Purj^ura, 1997].

In o ther words, it is necessary to  in troduce a i)aram eter k, which ciuau- 

tihes a fictional distance between spikes fired in different cells. The size 

of this d istance quantifies the  im portance of the  labelling of the  neurons, 

and varying k  in terpolates sm oothly from k = 0, a. sunm ied population 

(SP) code, to  k  large, a labeled line (LL) code. W hile theoretically the  

LL code occurs as k oo, in practice a LL code occurs wlien k  is on the  

order of the  largest ISI in th e  trial. T he gaps can then  be calculated as 

follows:

(̂ ') = (1C -  [1 -  ( -̂17)

where 6{i . j )  is th e  Kroneker delta, which is one if i and j  m atch and 

zero otherwise. Hence, if the  sj)ikes have the same label in x  and ij there 

is no added distance, otherw ise k  is added to  the  tim e difference between 

the  spikes. This is illustrated  in Figure 4.3

The tim e-local distance m easure is then defined as l)efore, using the 

corner spikes norm alised l)y the  intersi)ike-interval;

----------------  (4.18)
X,

where

and
(f) _  /

Ar>‘(0  =  (4.20)

and is the  length of the  interval in the  s])ike-train x, containing f.



1

2
fe

Figure 4.3: An example of liow to calculate the gaps l)etween sjiikes. If 

the crosses represent spikes from X  and circles represent sj)ikes from Y, 

then in the i)icture above, the distance k is simply the cost of relal^elling 

a spike. Spike e in A'2  is much closer to spike a in I'l than f in ^2 , 

it pays the cost k to calculate its gap. according to s])ike a rather

than sjiike f.

r ' { f )  =  As before:

s{t) =  Sx{ t )  -t Syi t )  ('^•21)

Once more, this distance nieasme has the nice property that if the 

time-local measure is integrated over tlie course of the trial it equals the 

smn of the gajis of each sjiike:

W W,ew a

While this extension seems like the most natural extension of the 

Simjile-SPIKE distance measure, it does not have a clear boundary for 

when it l)ecomes an LL cofle. It a])i)ears that the distance stabilises at 

approximately twice the reciprocal of the rate, 2/r, but this is not a 

precise bomid. If 2 /r  is the ujiper bound, then that would give a nice 

synunetry to the u])per bound for the translation of si>ikes in the Victor- 

Purjjura metric, as was mentioned in the introduction. The j)enalty
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paraniotcr k is difficult to coniijare to a more conventional i)oj)ulation 

l)arameter which would vary between zero and one.

Motivated by [Houghton and Sen, 2008], another variant on the SPIKE 

extension was created. Houghton and Sen [2008] used geometry to com- 

j^are the rate functions by rotating the vectors from perpendicular to 

parallel. Since the SPIKE metric is an metric, any rotations must be 

along the {n — l)-simplex in E".

A sinii)lex is a convex mathem atical object in R", which is defined a.s 

all i)oints ( o i , . . . ,  a„), such tha t X], «? =  1, and all a, >  0. The 1-siniplex 

is a line in the 2-siniplex is a triangle in and the 3-siniplex is a 

tetrahedron in E ^

If each label / is initially positioned at the /th  unit vector, ( 0 , . . . ,  1 , . . . ,  0), 

then all the labels should travel along the simjilex and meet at the cen

troid, { I / d , . . .  , 1 / 7 } ) .

A way to use this geometry could be by dividing the distances between 

labels i and j  by the j th  coordinate of label i on the simplex. That is;

While this equation seems comi)letely different to equation 4.17 above, 

with a cost of k, this can actually be conijjared to it ea.sily. If the distance 

between labels is kei:it constant, then this equation becomes:

min,j \t^' -

niinj,3 I
(4.23)

m in^ Ka’ -

{ 1̂? -  (1 + n —pii
P

(4.24)

So, there is an ('quivalence l^etween k and /;, as follows:

n — pn
(4.25)
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Figure 4.4: This figure shows the performance of the multi-unit Simple- 

SPIKE extension in identifying stimuli correctly in the data set described 

al:)ove. The plot shows the maximum and mininnim values of the trans

mitted information for each value of the mixing j^arameter a, averaged 

over 20 trials. This compares favoural)ly with Figure 3 in [Houghton and 

Sen, 2008].

4.3.1 R esu lts

The new extended measmes w'ere tested on the [Houghton and Son, 2008] 

test data â i described in Chapter One. Two Poisson neurons form a 

receptive field and are each connected to two leaky integrate-and-fire 

neurons (LIF) with relative strength a and I — a. Hence, for a =  0 

each recejitive neuron is connected to a single LIF neuron, and for a =  

0.5, each LIF neuron receives input equally from each of the receptive 

neurons.

In figures 4.4 and 4.6 the maxinmm and minimum values of transmit

ted information, h, are then plotted against the mixing j^arameter «, for 

the additive and multiplicative distances respectively. This allows com-
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Figure 4.5: This figure shows the  vahie for tlie penalty  cost k  for the 

m ulti-unit S im ple-SPIK E distance which gave the  m axim um  transm itted  

inform ation for each value of a .  T here does not appear to  be any trend  

tow ards LL or SP in either direction, the  best value wa.s always a mix of 

the  two.

])arison w ith the  m ulti-unit van Rossinn and m ulti-unit V ictor-Pur])ura 

m etrics which are ]:)lotted in [Houghton and Sen, 2008]. hi figures 4.5 

and 4.7 the  oj^timal values of population ])aram eters are i)lotted against 

the  mixing i^aram eter a ,  to  give a visual representation of how well each 

m easure mixes according to  the  jiojiulation i)aranieters.
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Figure 4.6: Tliis figure shows the  perform ance of the  m ultiphcative muUi- 

unit Sim ple-SPIK E extension, using the  gaps from equation 4.23, in iden

tifying stim uh correctly in the  d a ta  set described above. T he plot shows 

the  m axim um  and minim um  values of th e  transm itted  inform ation for 

each value of the  mixing j^aram etcr a,  averaged over 20 trials.

4.4 M ulti-Unit ISI distance  

4.4.1 Single unit recordings

W ith  a view to  extending the ISI distance to  a m ulti-unit distance m ea

sure, it is useful to  review the  previous dehnition of the  ISI distance 

between two spike trains x  and y  . T he ISI distance can be thought 

of as a rate-coni])arison, where the  inter-sj^ike interval (ISI) is used as a 

proxy for the  firing rate. As w ith all the time-local d istance measures, it 

is defined as the  integral over tim e of a local d istance function ,s(/).

Given two spike-trains x  and y , then  P { t )  are th e  inter-spike

intervals at tim e /, for the  si)ike-trains x  and y . The time-local distance
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Hgure 4.7; This figure shows the vahie for tlie population parameter p 

for the multiplicative multi-unit Simjjle-SPIKE distance which gave the 

maximum transmitted information for each value of a. There does not 

aj)j)ear to be any trend towards LL or SP in either direction.

function is then defined in Kreuz et al. (2007) as:

\ -r i t ) / i y( t )  i f / ’‘ (f)  < / y ( f )s{t) = { w  -  V /
1 — otherwise

From the point of view of generalising to more than one neuron, it is 

convenient to rewrite this as:

|/x(f)-/y(0|

4.4.2 Initial extension  to m ulti-unit recordings

In the multi-unit ca.se a distance is defined to l)e between two multi-unit 

recordings. Thus, rather than two sjiike-trains there are two sets of sj)ike- 

trains; X  =  {x,} and Y  =  {yj}, where i G 1 . . .  A" and the index i is 

labelling the neuron.
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The ISI-distance is a rate-based metric, so here a similar apj^roach to 

multi-unit recordings as was used successfully for the van Rossuni metric, 

another metric calculated using estimated rates, is used. T hat aiijiroach, 

outlined in [Houghton and Sen, 2008], re])laces the rate with a rate-vector 

in an iV-dimensional simce. To do this, each neuron is assigned a unit 

vector describing its direction in the rate-space. At a given time, this is 

multiplied by the estim ated rate of the neuron to give a rate-vector. The 

population rate-vector is then the sum of individual rate-vectors for each 

of the nemons in the population.

An Z-* norm, appears in the numerator of s{t) in the

single-unit case, so the natm al extension of this idea to the multi-unit 

ISI-distance involves an L^-structure on the jV-dimensional space, which 

is the ISI-space in this case. In practice this means the individual vectors 

are unit vectors under the L^-norm. For example for N  = 2, one vector 

may be (1,0) and the other one would be (1 — a ,t t) .  The corresponding 

individual neuron ISI-vectors would then be;

r ' ( / ) = l  (4.28)

T'^(f) =  . (4.29)V )
The overall population ISI-vector P ( /)  =  I ’‘'( /)  +

l ^{ t )  = \ (4.30)y j
It remains to extend the definition of ,s(/) to ISI-vectors. It is i)ro])osod 

here tha t this should be:

E ,  max(/;^, / /  )

where are the /th  components of and respectively, and:

I|l’‘ ( ' ) - I ’"(f)lli =  (4-32)
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One inij^ortant i)ioi)city of any multi-unit distance nieasme is that it 

inteipolates from the sunnnod population (SP) code to the labelled line 

(LL) code . In the case of the labelled line code, it is necessary to consider 

what the result should be, for exami)le in the Victor-Purpura metric the 

LL code is the sum of the distances of the individual neurons, whereas in 

the case of the van Rossum metric, the LL code is the Pythagorean smii 

of the distances. Here the LL code corresponds to when the vectors are 

all jierjicndicular, this is a  =  1 in the N  = 2 example above. Uj) to an 

overall rotation, this means that the individual ISI vectors will have 

a single non-zero component, and s(t) is given by:

m =  (4 .33 ,m ax(/’‘-,/y-)

Given the rational structiu'e of the ISI-distance, this seems to be the 

natural structure for the LL code. Conversely, when all the vectors are 

])arallel, the result is the SP code:

in which, effectively, the ISIs are averaged across the i)oi)ulation before 

being coni])ared in the distance measure.

4.4.3 Results

This multi-unit extension of the ISI distance is tested on the same data 

that was used above to test the multi-unit SPIKE distance. The ISI 

extension does not cluster the responses as well as the SPIKE extension 

when the mixing parameter a is low, but it clusters the responses very 

well when the signals are more mixed.

W hile the extension ])ro])osed above was derivc'd logically from the 

single-unit case, it does not agree with the standard definition of a 

sunnned-po])ulation code, that is. it is possible to find a i)oi)ulation of
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Figure 4.8: The dashed hne at the top corresponds to tlie niaxinmni 

possil)le transm itted information of log(5). Then the ni)per of tlie two 

remaining hnes is the average of the maxinnnn transm itted information 

as a  is varied from zero to a half, and the bottom hne is the minimum 

transm itted information over a .

neurons wliich have sj^iked at exactly the same time, l)ut where the av

erage inter-s])ike intervals are not equal at a given time.

4.4.4 A lternative extensions to  the m ulti-unit case

Upon comj)aring the above extension to the previous extension to the 

multi-miit ca.se by Kreuz et al. [2009b], it became clear that there was a 

fundamental difference in how each distance measure viewed the concept 

of a rate-based metric.

The extension ])roposed in [Kreuz et al., 2009b] interj^olates between 

the average of the individual ISI distances and the ISI distance of the two
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“poiMilatioii neurons” , tha t is, treating the individual si)ike times from 

the entire i)t)i)ulation as though they were aU from the same neuron. This 

is flone with a “population param eter” p, which runs from 0 (SP) to 1 

(LL). This is given by:

with notation as before, and I^{t)  is the interval in x  at time t, where 

the population is viewed as a single neuron.

The extension proposed above can be compared to the extension in 

[Kreuz et al., 2009a] by replacing the ISI of the ■■j)opulation neuron” with 

the average of the ISIs across the poj)ulation of neurons. This leads to 

the following equation:

=  (1 _  „)

(4.36)

Figure 4.9 shows the different behaviour of the two extensions. The 

‘average' extension (lei)ends heavily on the chosen poi)ulation ])arameter 

when there is not much mixing of in])uts, and does not dei)end on the 

jmrameter as much when the inj)ut is well-mixed. On the other hand, 

the ‘population’ extension behaves just like the previous extensions in 

[Aronov et al., 2003; Houghton and Sen, 2008].

There is a fundamental difference in how each of these distance mea

sures view what a SP metric should be. The exanii)le from [Kreuz et al., 

2009b] assumes tha t there is information being carried by the frequency 

of arrival of si)ikes across the population, regardless of origin, and the 

second measure using the average ISI assumes tha t each neuron is es

sentially carrying the same message, with an inherent noise due to the 

biological constraints of nemons. Each argument has its own merits, and 

it coukl be useful to have l)oth of these measures, as in ecjnations 4.35 

and 4.30. depending on the focus of the exi)erinient.
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Figure 4.9: The hues, a.s in figure 4.8 correspond to the niaxinunn and the 

uiininnuu for: Sj,. the ‘poi)ulation’ extension, in the sohd lines; and .s„, 

the ‘average’ extension, in the liroken hnes. The ‘average' extension has 

a large chfference between the niaxinunn transmitted information and 

minimum when there is minimal mixing of input, and small difference 

when the inputs are fully mixed. The ‘i)0])ulation’ extension, however, 

performs exactly like j)revious extensions.

4.5 A daptive ISI distances

The downside to the niea.sures introduced above is that there must l)e 

j)aranieters to vary betw^een the SP and LL cases, and thus far there 

is no way to choose a parameter, which often leads to a grid search to 

hnd the optimal parameter. A goal of this work is to find a way for the 

data itself to choose its own j)0])ulation parameter. The SPIKE and ISI 

distances for single neurons are both parameter-free, so it would be ideal
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Figure 4.10: This figure shows tlie optimal value for the population pa

ram eter p  for .s„, the ‘average' extension, as the mixing param eter a is 

varied from zero to a half, with the errorbars showing the standard de

viation.

if an extension could be found tha t wa.s also j)aranieter-free.

Since the ISI distance is a distance based on the firing rate of the 

neurons, the assum{)tion was made that if the rates of the individual 

neurons were reasonal)ly similar throughout the two i)oi)ulations, then 

the correct code to use would be an SP code, whereas if they were very 

different, then a LL code should be used.

It is imi)ortant to understand what ISI distance one would expect, 

on average, between two trains which exhibited the same firing rate. 

[Mulansky et al., 2015] calculates this expected distance. If two Poisson 

spike trains have firing rate A. then the i)rol)al)ility of being in an inter-
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Figure 4.11: This figure shows the  optim al vahie for the popula tion  pa

ram eter p for ,Sp, the  ‘pojiu lation’ extension, as th e  mixing j)aram eter a 

is varied from zero to  a half, w ith the errorbars showing th e  s tandard  

deviation.

spike interval of size x  at an arl)itrarv  tim e t would be:

then  th e  exj^eeted ISI distance between two Poisson process w ith constant 

ra te  A is:

E[r/;5/(0] =  A* I" d y ^  d.r (4.38)

T he dy  integral nnist be split into two integrals, y < .r and y > x,  which 

gives:

So, if two Poisson neurons have th e  sam e ra te , then the  expected ISI 

distance between them  is 0.5.

p(x) = X^xe (4.37)

roc  /  r  p x  roo

E|rf,s;(f)l =  f I dy + J dy
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Ill fact, given two Poisson nenrons w ith a ra tio  r between their firing 

rates, th e  exjieeted ISI distance works out very nicely:

El<'-s/(OI = + ,i  + i/;.)2

T his then  led to  an adaptive distance where p a t a given inom ent in 

tim e was set to  either one or zero, depending on the  average distance be

tween sj^ike tra ins in th e  same trial. As it can be observed from previous 

figures, such as 4.10 and 4.11, th a t the  best j^opulation param eter for the 

ISI d istance is tyjiically less th an  a  half, p  <  0.5, another adajjtive dis

tance was ])roposed which took pojiulation param eters /; =  0 or p — 0.5 

instead. These adaptive m easures are sum m ed up in Figure 4.12.

T he zero-one ada[)tive ISI distance clearly does not work well for 

the ‘poi^iilation’ distance, which suggests th a t th e  'average' distance is 

more rejn 'esentative for rate-based measures. However, the ‘poiMilation’ 

distance perform s very well w ith the zero-half ada])tive distance. i)orliaps 

due to  the  small num ber of mixed stimuli.

4.6 D iscussion

The different m ulti-im it extensions in troduced in th is chapter combine 

to  give an interesting picture of m ulti-unit extc'iisions. It is not clear 

precisely w hat an SP code should look like, as it ha.s to  be considered 

w hether the  distance m easure is ratc'-l^ased, like the ISI distance is, or 

based m ore on tem i)oral i)reeision, like the  SPIK E  distance. It aj)pears 

th a t an average of the i)oi)ulation should be used in the  case of rate-ba-sed 

m easures, bu t a i)ooled i)opulation has been th e  s tandard  for m ulti-unit 

extensions up to  this point.

T he adaj^tive measures devek)j)ed all chose th e  ])opulation ])aranieter 

at the  specific i)oint in tim e, so it is odd to  conii)are their transm itted  

inform ation to  the maxiim im tran sm itted  inform ation dei)ending on a
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Figure 4.12: Above is the  i)erforinaiice of the  ada])tive n iuhi-unit ISI 

m etrics, (a) ,s„ w ith jiopulation param eter p  at each instan t set to  one if 

s{t )  <  0.5 and set to  zero otherwise, (b) Sp w'ith population param eter p  

at each instan t set to  one if s{f)  <  0.5 and set to zero otherwise, (c) s„ 

with population param eter p  at each instan t set to  0.5 if .s(^) <  0.5 and 

set to  zero otherwise, (d) Sp w ith  pojjulation i)aranieter p  a t each instan t 

set to  0.5 if .s(/) <  0.5 and  set to  zero otherwise.
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static i)opulatioii parameter. The local jiopulatioii paraiiieter was chosen 

as it can then l)e used for instantaneous s])ike train synchrony. There is 

definitely potential to choose population param eter for a trial as a whole, 

but it is beyond the scope of this thesis.

To imjjrove the adaptive measures, it would be beneficial to under

stand the model of the background firing rate. In the next chapter a 

sini]:)le model is introduced, which could in future be used to improve the 

adaptive measures above.
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Chapter 5

A sim ple neuron model

Sparse coding has t^een of)served in neurons in the visual tract [Olshausen 

and Field, 2004], and it is suspected tha t it should occur in the auditory 

tract to i)ick out features of songs or sjieech. hi this chai)ter a simple 

model is i)ro])osed for such neurons. This simplified model consists of 

a Poisson ])rocess which is either in an excited or dei)ressed state, witli 

two a-ssociated firing rates. If it is assumed that a spike train ha.s been 

generated by this model then the bayesian firing rate is calculated.

Such a firing rate leads to a very specific ISI distribution, and so the 

zebra finch data used in chaj^ter two is used to confirm whether or not 

such a firing rate is likely. It is found th a t si)arse coding is likely to occur 

in the auditory forebrain of songl^irds.

5.1 N euron  m odel

It is unlikely tha t a neuron is ever truly “off", so it is assumed that a 

neuron has a base-firing state  tha t will l)e referred to as the “off-state” . 

For the sake of simi)licity, it is assumed that a neuron in such an “off- 

state" would have a constant firing rate. A,/. Corresj)ondingly, for sj)arse- 

coding a neuron must have a higher Hring-rate when the feature tha t it 

codes for is ])resent; this firing rate, A„, is also taken to be constant.
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Tliis idea is siiiijjlified to  the extrem e case, where a neuron is either 

in its up -sta te  and has a high firing-rate, or it is “off". The model is 

trea ted  as a Poisson process, for ease of calculation.

The d a ta  th a t is sim ulated has an ‘up ra te ’ A„ and a ‘down ra te ’ A,/. 

For the  initial trials, Aj =  0. W hen in th e  dow n-state, the  s ta te  switches 

‘u])’ w ith exi:)ectcd freciuency u, and w'hen in the  u]>state it switches 

‘(lowin’ w ith expected frequency d. Thus, the  average backgrom id rate , 

/•, of the  inhom ogeneous Poisson jnocess can be calculated as:

r -  (5 11
u a

since the  exi)ected tim e for being in the  uj)-state is sinii)ly 1 / d  and the 

ex])ected tim e in the  dow n-state is l / i i .

1"
l» I"

Figure 5.1: An illustration  of the model firing rate , and an associated 

ou tjiu t spike train . T he j^rocess has tw’o states, an ui)-state and a down- 

s ta te , and  has Poisson transition  rates: u from down to  uj), and d  from 

up to  down. Each s ta te  has an associated Poisson firing rate: A„ when 

up and  A,/ when down.
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5.2 Estimating the firing rate r{t)

With the model for the firing rate as above, it is possible to explicitly 

calculate the i)robabihty of being in the up-state for the time following a 

spike. In the initial setting, where is set to zero, then it is known that 

when there is a sj)ike that the rate is in the ujvstate, so at the time of 

spiking t{) the ])robability p{tn) of being in the up-state is equal to one.

For the estimate of the rate, r (f), this is reflected by setting r(fo) =  A„. 

The probability is reset to one every time there is a s])ike, so it is only 

required to calculate the probability of being in the up-state given that 

there has been no spike since the time, to, of the last sj)ike.

It is possible, using Bayes' Theorem, to calculate a first ai)iiroxiniation 

of the probability of l)eing in the up-state at a time t -I- At,  given a spike 

at time t = to for small At.

Let A' =  uj) at / =  + At, Y' =  no sj)ike since t = to and Z  =  sj)ike

at / =  /(). Then.

Then, it is ])ossil)le to calculate the first api)roximation to the prob

ability of being up at time t, by letting to =  0, A t = t/n.

in the limit as n goes to infinity all terms smaller than \ / n  are disre

garded, so:

This is the famous limit form of calculating the exj)onential function, so;

P{X\ Y\ Z)  =
P(Y\ X,  Z) P{ X\ Z)  (1 -  K A t ) { l  -  dAt)

( 5 .2 )
P{Y\Z) 1 -  rAt

H \  ^ .U  / . A
( 5 .3 )

( 5 .4 )

P(ui) at t\'Y Z) = exi)[(/' — A„ — f/)] ( 5 . 5 )
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Recalling from equation 5.1 that A» =  r{u + d)/v.

(5.6)

Comparing this to the exponential kernel in the Van Rossnm metric 

[van Rossnm, 2001], then:

This is clearly just the first approximation, since it does not take into 

account the possibility of the model switching into the down-state and 

back up. To calculate the full probability, let y{t) =  P(ui) at t \Y,Z),  

with y, Z as in equation 5.2 above. Then:

/;(/ +  h) =  ;(/(/)P(staying in up-state|u]) at t|y , Z)

+ (1 — /y(/))P(switching up|down at t|V, Z)

(5.8)

=  !j{t) (1 + h{r — (I — Au — n)) +  uh 

This leads to the following ordinary differential equation:

_ ( / )  z= (r - d  -  u -  K)u{ t )  +  u (5.9)

This ODE has the general solution:

u
(5.10)

?/ +  ('/ +  A„ — V

Since /y(/o) = 1:

u
(5.11)

Letting A„ =  r{u + d)/ii, this l)econies:
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This sohitioii was tested against a standard exponential model, which 

wa.s minimised over r  wath a dowaihill simplex method [Nelder and Mead, 

1965]. Downhill simplex is a non-parametric minimisation algorithm that 

searches the solution sj^ace through reflection and stretching of a simplex.

Figure 5.2 shows how the ratio of the ])redicted value for r  over the 

optimised value rises towards one as the value for u increases. This 

suggests that, while this method is clearly not conij)letely correct, that 

it is at least a reasonal)lo approximation.

5.3 M arkov P rocess

The transition between the up and down states is defined only by the 

switching rates, and not the rate histor>. In this way, the rate process 

is a contiuuo\is-tinie Markov chain (CTMC). That is, the future of the 

process dtjes not depend on the ])ast at ail, merely whether the model is

1

() .!)

0.8 

0.7
t / t „

O.G 

0.5 

0.4 

( ) . ; 5

0 1.0 2.0 ;5.0 4.0 5.0 (i.O 7.0 8.0 !).() 10.0
U

Figure 5.2: This figure shows the ratio of the predicted value for r  in an 

exi)onential nujdel over the enij)irical oi)tiniised value r„.
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ciiiTcntly ill the u])-statc or the dow n-state.

By the  theory  of Markov Chains, tliis ])rocess can l^e descril)ed by the  

sim ultaneous differential ec}uations:

p ' u i ^ )  =  - f l P u i f )  +

PdW = ‘̂Puif) -  mi{i)

This is sim ply the  linear ODE:

(5.13)

P'{t) = P{ t )Q (5.14)

Q = (5.15)

where
^-cl  d

II — II

T hen the  solution to  the m atrix  P{t)  is simply the  exi)onential of the 

transition  m atrix , Q:

P{t )  =

T he solution to  the  Markov chain of ra tes is then:

(5.1G)

P{t )  =  =
i I < I^ p - (u + d ) t

u +  d u + d  u + d
d    d  „ — ( x t + d ) i

u+d'
1/   u  „ — ( n + d ) t  d  I II — { j i + d ) t

, u + d  u + d  u + d  u + d

(5.17)

In order to  calculate the  jHobability of being in the  up -sta te  a t a tim e 

f after a spike at / =  0, it is necessary to  in troduce ano ther s ta te  to  the 

Markov chain. At any tim e t betw'een two sj)ikes,  ̂ =  0 and t = t\ say, 

there  is im plicit knowledge th a t there was a sj)ike at tim e t =  0, and th a t 

there has not been a sj)ike since. If the  spiking s ta te  is trea ted  as the  end 

of the  particu la r M arkov chain, as a  default is in financial m athem atics 

[Kijima and Komoribayashi, 1998], then , provided there has been no 

sjiike since f =  0, it suffices to  calculate th e  exj^onential of the  transition  

m atrix  Qg below:

Qs =

> - d  -  A„ d

V — II 0

0 0 0

(5.18)
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The thii(i state of the Markov cliain described by the transition ma

trix Qs is rtii “al)sorbing” state, the state  of spiking, from which it is 

ini])ossible to return to either tiie up or the down state.

DOWN

Figure 5.3: An ilhistration of the state  space of the Markov chain at any 

point in time between two sj)ikes.

The sohition to tlie s])iking Markov chain is:

P{t) = (5.19)

w'here —o, —/i are the roots to tlie characteristic polynomial of Q.,, and 

;>i3(f),P2;{(0 their rows sum to one.

— fV

-/i =

— ( ( /  +  c/ +  A „ ) +  y / { u  — (I — A h ) ' ^  +  A u d  
2

- ( ( /  +  +  A „ )  — \ J { u  — f l  — A „ ) ^  A h (1
(5.20)

Since u.(l,X^, > 0, these probabilities are sinii)ly double exi)onentials. 

and there are no trigonometric terms.
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Specifically:

.4 =

D =  

C  =

^(/ -  d -  A„ +  \ / { u  -  (I -  \ u Y  +  4(/r/j

2sJ{u — d — \ u Y  And 
d

y/{ u -  d -  A,,)2 +  4,/^/
(5.21)

\J{u — d — A„)^ +  Aad 

It can l)e easily confirmed th a t .4, D , C  > 0, which is necessary to  ensure 

th a t all the probabilities are between 0 and 1.

If the  model is changed such th a t there  is a non-zero sj^iking j)roba- 

bility, Arf >  0, in the  dow n-state, then th e  transition  m atrix  Q., becomes:

(Is =

\

- d A„

u 

0

d Xu

■n — A,/ X,i 

0 0

(5.22)

T he M arkov chain w ith th is transition  m atrix  ha.s the  solution:

/  4 , , - a f  I r> ! „—nt „—d t \  14^\\

C

\
(5.23)

/

.4r-^‘' +  (1 -  A)c-^< D py,i{t)

' )  (1  -  A ) c ~ ^ '  -t- .4 r “ '̂ ' ;>2:i(0

0 0 1 

where —a , —/? are once again th e  roots of the  charac'teristic i)olynoniial 

of

— [it d +  A,; -(- X(j) -\- \J{u  — d X,i — A,,)^ 4- -iitd

(5.24)
-a  =

-P =
■[ii d Xu +  A,/) — \ / { u  — d X,I — Xu)^ -j- Aitui

again, u, d > 0 m eans th a t the  probal)ilities above are all double expo

nentials, w ith no trigonom etric term s.

A = 

D = 

C  =

d A,/ — A„ -l- \J(u — d X,i — A,j)^ -l- 4(/c/ 

2 y /{u — (■/ +  X(i — A,,)^ +  4iid 
d

\/{ii  — d A,/ — A ,/)^  -l- -iud
II

s/{it -  d + X,i -  A„)2 +  i t id

(5.25)
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To sinii)lify nota tion , sot:

A — A„ — A,/

7 =  \ /  {u — (I — A)2 +  i u d
(5.26)

Thus:

.4 = -------------
27

(/ — (•/— A +  7
(5.27)

7 ’  1

5.3.1 E stim ating the rate function r{t)

These probal>ihties can now he used to  calculate the estim ated  ra te  func

tion, r{f),  based on the  tim ing of sj)ikes. Assuming th a t  the  jHobability 

of the last spike is known, then  the  ra te  function between any two sj)ikes 

is estim ated  by th is M arkov model.

If the  probability  vector at the  tim e of the last si>ike is po =  {po,  1 — 

/;(),()), then  the  probabilities at a tim e t after the spike are:

Pu{ t )  =  { P o { A  - C )  + + (a ,(1  -  .4 +  r )  -

— (Po(^ +  — 1) +  1 — .4)e + {p q { —A  — D) + A ) e  (5.29)

p , { i )  =  1 - p u { f )  - P d { f )

The i)robabilities />„(/), Pd{t) represent the in'obability of being in the  

ui)/dow n s ta te  and not spiking. T he probability  required to  calculate the  

ra te  fmiction, y{t), between spikes is the  probability  of being in the  up

s ta te  given th a t there has not been a sj)ike. This is because it is known 

th a t there has been no sj)ike since the last si)ikc. Therefore, by Bayes’ 

Theorem , the  probability  p{f) is just:

(5.28)

where

P n { f ) + P d { f )
(5.30)
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so, the rate function l)econies:

, . 31,

where:

(5.32)

^0  — — u  — r/ — A  +  "/) +  2 t i )  +  A jC q

■So =  ^(Po(u +  f/ +  A +  7) — 2 u )  +  \ d D ( )

O) =  /-*o(~2A) +  ?i +  f/ +  A  +  7 

Do =  A)(2 A ) -  » -  r/ -  a  +  7 

Since — <  —a , this can be written as;

^ ,5 33,

so tiie asym ptotic vahie of r{t )  is equal to  tlie fraction .4o/Co, so tiiis vahie

slioukl not (lei)end on po. Allowing 6 =  u +  r/ +  A , then — 4»A  =  7 ^

which sim plifies the calculation.

>4() =  2 A // +  poL^(^ — (̂ ) +  A,/Co, and Co =  7  +   ̂ ~  2Apo-

‘̂ Po =  — -  ( 5 -34 )

then

A{) — 2A(/ —  ̂ — 2A,/) 4- - ( 7  +  (^)(7 — S) (5.35)

Therefore:

^  =  Arf +  i ( ( ^ - 7 ) =  0  (5.36)
L 0 Z

sim ilarly

TT =  Arf +  - ( 7  +  6) =  P (5.37)
J J q  Z

This can he viewed as the asym ptotic value of the rate as tim e goes 

to —0 0 .

So the rate function r{t )  simpHfies to:

oC„ +  /3Doe-^* oC oe-" ' +  pDoe->^
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Ill fact, coiii|)ariiig Co to P and Do to a, get;

O) — 2(/3 — Xd — P( ] A) ,

D() — 2 ( —a  +  \, i  +  PqA )
(5.39)

R('nieiiil)eiiiig that po flif’ prol)al)ility of l)cing in the up-state

at / =  0, then:

that is, the firing rate at t  =  0. Then eciuation 5.38, the firing rate at 

tim e t ,  siniphfies to:

5.3.2 C hange in probability w hen a spike arrives

hi the ])revi()us section, the rate function, r { f ) ,  and the ])rohal)ihty den

sity function of the ISI distril)ution, p i s i i ^ ) ,  were calculated, given that 

the jHobability of being in the up-state at the tim e of the last s])ike, po, 

is known. However, it is necessary to re-evaluate the j^robability at the  

tim e a sj)ike arrives.

If the probability of being in the up-state before the sj)ike is p „ { f ) ,  

then the ])resence of a sjjike provides inform ation on the sta te  of tlu' 

m odel. By Bayes’ Theorem:

A;jo + \ d  — (5.40)

^  f t ( /? - r (0 ))e  "' +  / j ( r ( 0 ) - g ) e  
{ P  —  r ( 0 ) ) e “ '^'  - h  ( /■( ( ) )  — o ) e ~ ^ '

(5.41)

P (up-state|sj)ike) =
P (si)ik e|u ])-state)P ( up-state)

P(spike)

XuPu{f) (5.42)

Thus:

(5.43)

so the rate function l)ecomes:

(5.44)
+  A^j(l -  Pu { t ) )  

X . P u { f )  +  A,/(I -  Pu { f ) )
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Efiuivalently, th is  can be w ritte n  as:

r{f)  —>■ (A„ +  Arf) —
r{t)

(5.45)

50

40

30

20

10

0 0.2 0.80.4 O.G 1
Ms)

F igure  5.4: A n exam ple  of th e  e s tim a ted  ra te , r ( / ) ,  for a h im odal Poisson 

s])ike tra in . For th is  exam i)le, ti = d =  5, A„ =  50 and  A,/ =  5. In th is  

exam ple, th e  in itia l ra te  was set random ly  betw een a  an d  / I

5.3.3 Calculating the  ISI distribution

W hen  dealing  w ith  s i) ik o tra in  d a ta , it is very useful to  know th e  in ter- 

s])ike in terval (ISI) d i.stribu tion , a.s th is  can  be  ob.served m uch easier th a n  

th e  firing ra te  of a  neuron.

T h e  p robal)ility  density  function  of th e  ISI d is tr ib u tio n  of an  inho- 

m ogeneous Poisson process, w ith  ra te  fim ction  r(t ) ,  is;

=  (5.4G)
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F igure 5.5: An exam ple of the  estim ated  rate , r{ t ) ,  for a him odal Poisson 

s])ike train . For th is exanii)le, ti =  r/ =  5, A„ =  50 and A,/ =  5. In this 

exani])le, th e  initial ra te  was set to zero and it snbsecjuently set itself.
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Now it is necessary to integrate the rate function from 0 to t:

f r { s ) d s =  f  
J o  JQ C oc-“ “ +  Doe^^

(is

o^CoA) -  P^CoD,  _ pCoDo -  aCoDo . f  Coc‘̂ * +
{ a - p ) C o D ,  { a - 0 ) C , D o  ” V G) +  A ,

(5.47)

Since Co anrl D q are not equal to zero, the fractions in the above 

ecjuation become:

a^CoDo -  P'^Coa
(o  -  /3)G)A)

PC()D() — aA[)Da

1 Q=  a  +  p ,

(5.48)
=  - 1

(a  -  /3)CoA, 

Thus equation 5.47 becomes:

log

G. + D,
Co +  Du

(5.49)

.CoP-'^' +  A)P-'^' 

Now p/.s'/(0 becomes:

C or-O '+  A e - ^ ' (5.50)

G) + Df) G) + A)

This is the probability density function (pdf) of a hy])er-exi)onential 

distribution, H 2 , which has tyjMcal jjrobability density function:

f { x )  =  pXre-^^^ +  { l - p ) e - ^ ' ^ ^  (5.51)

Clearly, then Ai , A2 which are calculated experim entally correspond 

to a , 0.  If Ai =  a  and A2 =  0,  then it is possible to  derive the term s Cq

and A  fiom  equation 5.38 for the i)robabilistic rate function:

Co =  2p i \2  -  Ai),  A ) =  2(1 - /; )(A 2  -  Ai) (5.52)
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5.4 Testing on data

The expectation of a hyj^erexponential ISI distribution allows for testing 

on real data. The data  nsed in this rej)ort is the data  used in [Narayan 

et al., 200C]. An electrode was placed in LI of anaesthetised zebra finches, 

and the birds were j)resented with 20 natural stimuli ten times each. 

As the model does not account for the refractory i)eriod of neurons, a 

well-documented feature of neurons [Olshausen and Field, 2004], the ten 

])resentations of each stimulus are pooled to counter the imjiact of the 

refractory period [Berry and Meister, 1998].

The inter-sjiike intervals (ISIs) were then aggregated across 16 of 

the 20 stimuli, to give a rej^resentation of a typical ISI distril)ution for 

each neuron. The hyi)erex])onential distiibution, was trained on the 

ISI distribution of the 16 stimuli by minimising the statistic of the 

Kohnogorov-Smirnov test [Massey Jr, 1951] by downhill-sim])lex search. 

Then the remaining four stimuli were aggregated across the ten trials to 

form a test ISI distribution upon which the calculated mininnun hyjjer- 

exponential distribution was tested using the Kohnogorov-Smirnov test 

for goodness-of-fit.

The Kohnogorov-Smirnov (KS) test is a non])arametric goodness-of- 

ht test introduced in [Massey .Jr, 1951], based on results from Kolmogorov 

[1933] and Smirnoff [1939]. It is used to compare a model probability 

distribution to a samj)le. The KS statistic is the metric between 

the cumulative distribution function of the model distribution and the 

empirical distribution function of the data.

D„ =  suj)
X

Fn{x) -  F(x)  (5.53)

where F„{x) is the eni])irical distribution function of the da ta  set of ri 

points and F(.r) is the cunuilative distribution function of the proj)Osed 

inobability distribution.
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Figure 5.6; The Kohiiogorov-Smiriiov test statistic  D„ for (a) the ex

ponential distribution, (h) the hyperexponential distribution with two 

modes, and (c) the hyperexponential distribution with three modes. The 

mean of the p < 0.05 critical value is indicated by the broken line.
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Tlieii the  ISI d istributions were tested  against the  hy])erexi)onential 

distril)ution w ith b o th  two and  th ree modes { H -2 and As the  expo

nential d istribu tion  is a special case of the  liyperexi)onential d istribution , 

and H 2  is a special case of it is clear th a t there should be an  improve

m ent w ith each stej). W liat was observed, as shown in Figm'e 5.6, was 

th a t th e  H 2 d istribu tion  was a  drastic  imi)rovement on the exponential 

d istribution , but the  imi)rovement of H 3  over H 2 was insignificant.

At th e  p < 0.05 significance level, only th ree out of 24 neurons w'ere 

not rejected by the  Kolniogorov-Sniirnov test for both  the  H 2  and  the 

d istributions. This could be due to  the  num ber of d a ta  points, w’hich 

would make th e  KS test extrem ely rigorous. It is also notable th a t this 

model is sim ply a first approxim ation to  a neuron model; the KS sta tis tic  

serves as a  m etric to  determ ine goodness-of-fit ra th e r than  fitting the 

exact ISI d istribution .

This seems to  dem onstrate  th a t there is a bim odality  of firing rates 

in neurons in the  auditory  forebrain of zebra finches. This may suggest 

a s])arse coding of features in the  auditory  forebrain of songbirds.

5.5 D iscussion

T he model above was m otivated by the  fact th a t sparse coding has been 

observed in o ther areas of the  brain. It has been sjieculated th a t sj)arse 

coding should be present in the  aud ito ry  forebrain, which leads to  the 

use of spectra l-tem poral recej)tive fields (STR Fs) for calculating the  fir

ing ra tes of neurons [Theunissen et al., 2000]. This chaj)ter provides some 

fu rther evidence of sparse coding, as it is not likely th a t the  H 2  d istri

bution would outi)erform  the  exponential to  such a degree w ithout the 

existence of two d istinct firing-rates.

T he simple model projiosed here does n<jt com pletely model th e  be

haviour of a netuon, it is ju s t based on the  typical background rate, and
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so it is not cloar how this analysis would l)o used to estim ate rates di

rectly from stimuli. A i)erceptron approach to calculate a backgroimd 

STRF wa.s investigated, but did not produce any significant results.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This thesis was conceniecl with using several different methods in the 

field of spike-train analysis. These methods were ex])anded uj)on, and 

then used to inform about the behaviour of individual neurcms.

In chaj)ter two of this thesis, clustering methods of network theory 

were used to attem jit to address several j^roblenis.

Initially, there was an atteni])t to cluster resj)onses by forming a net

work based on the distance between them, using the van Rossum metric. 

The clustering algorithms did not sej^arate responses into the correct 

stimuli particularly well. This is likely due to the unnatural structure of 

the network. Spike train metrics are affected l)y the noise in the system, 

and so a responses th a t is ‘close' may not have a significantly different 

metric value to one that is not. A study of baseline expec-ted values 

of spike train  metrics could lead to a better re])resentative network of 

resi)onses.

Chapter three introduced an information-theory measure which a t

tem pts to determine causal influence l)etween two neurons leased on their 

s])ike trains. The incremental mutual information of [Singh and Lesica, 

2010] pnjved to be a very useful tool to actually determine direction of 

influence between neurons in a network. It would, however, be very dif-
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ficult to collect data sets tha t are long enough to fully determine the 

proV>ability spaces. This is always a problem with any information the

ory mea.sure, due to the fact that there are no assumi^tions made about 

the prior probability distributions.

The bibliographic coupling and cocitation did cluster the network 

into cooperative groups, but could not completely accurately describe 

the diagram of the model network. There may be a way to combine the 

two cou{)lings to do so, but any method of combining the maximum or 

the moan of the couplings did not ])rove to work for the model used in 

this work.

In chapter four, several extensions of distance measiu’es were provided 

to the SPIKE and the ISI distances from [Kreuz et al., 2007, 2013]. These 

extensions proved to be comparal:)le to the multi-unit extensions to the 

\"ictor-Pm i)ura metric [Aronov et al., 2003] and the van Rossuni metric 

[Houghton and Sen, 2008].

The multi-unit ISI extensions lead to a different understanding of 

the sunnned population codes. An adai)tive ISI distance measure was 

developed, which would not require either a time-scale param eter nor 

a jiopulation param eter. This sort of distance should be very useful in 

comparing instantaneous trials. However, the adaptive distance was not 

based on any specific neuron model. This motivated the study of a simple 

backgroiuid rate which chapter five was centred on.

The firing rate model introduced was very simplistic, but it was based 

on the fact tha t neurons are often feature-specific. T hat assumption 

suggested that there shoukl be a bimodality in the firing rates of a neuron.

The bimodal firing rate suggest tha t the ISI distribution of the neuron 

should be a hyperexponential distribution, with two time-scales, rather 

than an exponential distribution. When this distribution was tested on 

the data, it significantly out-performed the exponential (listril)ution, and 

adding a third mode did not imjirove results. Thus, it seems as though
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certain neurons should liave this ‘on-off’ firing rate, specifically neurons 

in the auditory forebrain of some birds.
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A bstract

Spike Train Analysis

Cathal Cooney 

. 29th May 2015

This thesis provides several new approaches to the study of spike trains - 

the electrical signals which neurons produce to communicate with each other.

Spike train metrics are central to the study of spike train analysis, and 

several extensions are proposed for these metrics for use in multi-unit record

ings. A parameter-free multi-unit metric is introduced, which could be used 

on all neural recordings without the need to tune parameters.

Clustering methods from complex network theory were also used, along 

with information theory measures, were employed to map cooperative groups 

of neurons.

Finally, a simple neuron model was introduced. A bimodal Poisson rate 

process is suggested motivated by feature-specific neurons. This model leads 

to a calculation of the inter-spike interval (ISI) distribution. Tested on data, 

there appears to be evidence of such bimodality.


